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ccupation: Comet-Hunter

The large telescope is equipped with a
Cassegrain-mounted 1300 x 1300 pixel CCD
camera, cooled with liquid nitrogen. On the floor is
a dewar with liquid nitrogen (light grey, metallic
bottle).

By Jörgen Städje
In Europe's darkest spot, right in the middle
of the Labanoriu National Park north of
Vilnius in Lithuania you’ll find the Astronomical Observatory of Moletai (Moletu
Astronomijos Observatorija, MAO). Its two
telescopes, one with a 63-centimetre mirror
and the larger 165-centimetre reflector, are
the biggest in Lithuania.

Laurent Cassegrain was a French inventor who,
in 1672 found an ingenious way to shorten
reflector telescopes. The telescope has a
hyperbolic primary mirror at the very back (below
the black shutter in the image above) and a
secondary, convex hyperbolic mirror located in the
middle of the telescope (see the image of the
secondary. below) which sends the image back
through a hole in the primary, to the camera
located in the middle of this hole (see the image
of the camera, below). Thus, the optical path is
folded
twice,
shortening
the
telescope
considerably, compared to the old Newtonian
design (do look it up in Wikipedia). Mirror telephoto
lenses for cameras are designed the same way.

The large telescope at the Astronomical Observatory of Moletai was built at the Leningrad Technical University and was completed in 1989. This
was at the time of the collapse of the Soviet
Union, so the times were worrying even for
telescope builders. The university actually built
three similar telescopes, but the one that was
going to Ukraine was only half-finished before the
Soviet Union collapsed, and the mirror of the
second one was stuck in the new Russia with the
mechanism stuck in Maidanako in Uzbekistan
(and none of them wants to relinquish them).
Consequently, MAO has the only working telescope.

The reason for cooling the camera’s CCD array is
that the silicon itself generates noise in the form of
random electrons that create havoc in the
photosensitive cells. The colder the material, the
fewer disturbing electrons are generated. The
ideal would have been to cool it with liquid helium,
but liquid nitrogen is not that bad. In addition, it is
much cheaper (costs less than beer).
It may seem impossible that one could make
advanced observations in the middle of Europe,
but the fact is that MAO could actually verify the
discovery of the solar system's tenth planet Eris
(formerly Xena) in 2005, a not too bright object in
the Kuiper Belt, outside Pluto's orbit. (The truth is,
however, that most Lithuanian astronomers now
work at the Nordic Observatory at La Palma in the
Canary Islands, as there are fewer clouds there.)

Great Conditions
The conditions for astronomical work in Labanoriu
National Park are among the best in Central
Europe, with the city of Vilnius 80 kilometres south
and no other major light sources in other
directions (mainly Belarus, which is not so
developed). On average, the observatory has 100
days of good seeing per year, with 10 days of
resolution better than 1 milli-radian. On entering
the park there are warning signs that you should
turn off all headlights when approaching the
observatory. The conditions were actually much
better when the telescope was built, during the
Soviet era, as Eastern Europe was much darker
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then. Today, it's not as good, yet quite impressive.
Being a big-city dweller, getting out into the
absolute darkness, one stumbles around for at
least 20 minutes before one can even orient
oneself properly. The astronomers, who are used
to this, are laughing and having a good time in
general.

Remotely Controlled over the Internet
The telescope and camera are completely
computer-controlled and run remotely from Vilnius
over the Internet. Why do you do that? The
telescope is used by the astronomical faculty of
Vilnius University, and it's much more convenient
to just click on a sky coordinate at the desk in the
university, or perhaps from your bedside table at
home, than bump away for hours on the not very
well-kempt roads in the national park. Still, the
telescope does not work without an operator
because the liquid nitrogen must be filled every
six hours, someone has to open the sliding roof in
the evening, and shut it if it starts to rain, etc.

The telescope cost about one million rubles way
back when, and was fully paid to the Soviet
Union, thus fully belonging to the Lithuanian state
at the collapse of the Soviet Union. Since the
ruble was not convertible in the western currency
it is difficult to estimate the real cost, but a similar
modern telescope would cost about 10 million
USD today.
(Side track: Life was harder for the radio
astronomers in Irbene, Latvia. Irbene was, until
the Soviet collapse, a secret, closed military city
inhabited by some 3,000 people. One member of
each family was working at the spy antennas, a
kind of early Echelon. Irbene is a collection of
three satellite dishes, the largest of which has a
diameter of 32 meters, which were used to
eavesdrop on western telecom satellites. After
long negotiations, with the help of, among others,
the people of Moletai and the Swedish Råö
Observatory, the antennas were sold to the
Latvian State for civilian, astronomical use instead
of being blown up, as the Russians would have
preferred. Before the Russians left, they stole
everything available, including quite a few copper
cables that the astronomers had to replace later.
However, the antennas work fine today. The Virac
radio
telescope’s
own
website:
http://virac.eu/en/home/ The author's page about
Irbene:
http://www.qedata.se/e_js_lettlandsgalleri.htm.
Well, that was one big side track.)

Guided Tour
The observatory area is magnificent with its two
big domes and the smaller, old telescope close
by. In addition, there are many holy stones from
Pagan times. (More side-tracking: Lithuania was
the last country in Europe to be christened, in
1386 to be exact. Until then, Lithuanians kept their
Pagan religion, something similar to the Nordic
Aesir cult, but with slightly different gods and
spiced up with fire worship. A number of holy
stones remain from those days. The observatory
area has several of them, displaying different
kinds of cavities that have probably been altars or
stood at some cult site. The strangest one has
several holes and is called the Devil's footprint.)
The administrative building has a hotel for
astronomers. We are in the middle of nowhere, so
one can’t just go to a hotel ”in town” to sleep. And
remember you are sleeping in the daytime. The
wall has a magnificent sundial that shows both the
time of day and the season, by pointing to the
signs of the zodiac as well.
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The first observatory building with its sliding roof
(shown closed), was built in 1970. There wasn’t a
lot of money then, so a simple brick house had to
do, with a regular amateur telescope up in the
attic, which turned into an observation platform
when the roof slid away.

The 165-centimeter telescope was assembled
and saw first light in 1991, even though the
telescope mechanism and the mirror were already
manufactured in 1989. It was then Northern
Europe's largest telescope.

The 63-centimeter telescope was built in 1974
with a mirror purchased in the United States back
in 1938, which had been in cold storage since
then. There were simply no means in the young,
free Lithuania in the thirties to build a telescope.

Zooming in on the camera. The focal plane is
somewhere inside the yellow tube. Then there is a
long black focal length extender (4 virtual meters)
and at the far right is the vertical black can of
liquid nitrogen, inside which CCD array is located.
One simply lifts the lid on top and pours in more
nitrogen when the previous liquid has boiled
away. It may look a bit sloppy with the wires taped
here and there, but this will not affect picture
quality. Also, it works. They do not change
instruments that often.

------------------------------------------------

I much prefer the sharpest criticism of a
single intelligent man to the thoughtless
approval of the masses.
Johannes Kepler
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to sit here when the telescope is being guided and
calibrated, and is required to top up the liquid
nitrogen during the observations. It gets rather
chilly up there during the winter nights. The door
to the observation dome is light-proof so that the
light in the operator’s hut does not disturb the
observation.

The secondary mirror, that is, the hyperbolical
mirror that reflects the image from the primary
mirror back through the hole in the middle of said
primary mirror. Note the black cross at the very
back, the mount, which gives all the bright stars
these beautiful (irritating) Disney beams
(astronomers call them ”coma”). Unfortunately it
has to be there, in the middle of the optical path.
In reality, everything is completely black, I just
upped my exposure to show all the detail.

The control room. The computer at the right
controls the CCD camera and the one to the left
aims the telescope. Aiming is done by displaying
a star map on the screen of the aiming computer,
clicking on it and looking at the CCD camera
image to the right to verify the telescope is
pointed properly. The telescope is then re-aimed
by again clicking on the star map and making sure
the camera image follows suit. The computers are
regular, standard Windows machines. Those
times when you needed special machines and
unusual operating systems in science are long
gone.

This is what it looks like in the operator’s hut,
under the dome by the telescope. It has a
guidance computer and a heater. An operator has
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The room behind the control room houses the
drive electronics. The rack contains Russian
homebrewed electronics used to aim and turn the
telescope. At the bottom, though, is an allAmerican uninterruptible power supply from APCSchneider, to make sure everything survives a
power failure. Please note the not-so-modern
Russian oscilloscopes on the top of the left-hand
cupboard. Next to them are other instruments that
can be hooked up to the telescope for making
various measurements.

comes, it is absolutely pitch dark. The astronomers love it. The only disturbing lights at the horizon
are the border crossings into Belarus, which
Lithuania keeps well lit-up all the time (or the
immigration policy would turn into chaos fairly
quickly). Belarus itself is not very developed and
by that, isn’t much of a disturbance light-wise.
Well, it was even better during Soviet times when
the area was very backward. The nearest big city
is Vilnius 80 kilometres away, so it doesn’t make
much of a disturbance either.

There is, for example a red-shift meter that can
measure the distance to an observed star with a
known spectrum by determining the amount of
red-shift. The more red-shift, the farther away it is,
because objects far from the Earth move away
from us faster than nearby ones. The red-shift is
simply the Doppler effect of light, exactly the same
phenomenon as the falling tone of an ambulance
moving away from the listener.
The other instrument is a spectrometer used to
determine a star’s spectrum. The properties of the
spectrum give a hint of the star’s age and type.
Older stars have used up most of their hydrogen
and fused it into helium, or have gone even
further and changed their helium into heavier
elements. All this is revealed in the spectrum, that
is, the colour of the star. After the star has
converted all its material into iron, the fusion
process ceases to work and the star crashes in on
itself to become a white dwarf.

We thank the comet hunter Kazimeras Cernis (left, discovererer of 25 comets) and the astrophysicist Gediminas
Beresnevicius (right) for showing us around their workplace.

Dwarf Planet Eris (ex. Xena)
The Solar system no longer has nine planets.
Only eight. Pluto (diameter 2300 km) was
demoted to the status of dwarf planet, and was
joined by a few new ones: Ceres (diameter 975
km) and Eris (diameter 2326 km), of which Eris is
the larger. Some others are Ixion, Quaoar, Orcus
and Sedna. Pluto travels mostly in the vast
emptiness of the Solar system, whereas Eris and
most of the other dwarf planets inhabit the so
called Kuiper belt, an area filled with ice-rubble
and various abandoned planetary rubbish that
didn’t manage to concentrate into planets when
the Solar system condensed more than 5 billion
years ago.
Eris isn’t very bright, because it is merely a dirty
snowball, travelling outside the orbit of Pluto.
Anyway, here are two images of the planet that
the comet-hunters gave me. I put them on top of
each other, and adjusted a bit for varying
directions and zoom factors. The images are
captured on a two days interval, to allow the dwarf
planet to move a bit between exposures. Although
the CCD camera is so sensitive it can count single
photons, it had to work for four minutes to make
proper exposures of Eris.

You get a fantastic view of the surroundings from
the viewing balcony of the 165-cm telescope. The
structure in the horizon to the left is the nearby
Ethno-Cosmological
Museum.
The
oldest
observatory building is at the bottom left and part
of the 63-cm telescope is visible to the right. We
are at the middle of a national park so there aren’t
any houses or farmsteads nearby. When the night
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The telescope under the dome. The dome could
not be opened during my daytime visit, because
the CCD camera was cooled and ready for the
coming night. Thus, it was sensitive to daylight,
even though the shutter, the black sector sheets
hiding the primary mirror resting inside the yellow
base, was closed.
Note the binary code on the wall above the
astronomers’ heads. It represents the turning
angle of the telescope, and is made of aluminium
foil on a black background. In the olden days it
was scanned by some optical sensors and used
for aiming the telescope, but it wasn’t very exact
and has been replaced by a modern encoder.
Those of technical wit might wonder why the code
on the wall is standard binary and not Gray code?
The author also pondered this question, and
came to the conclusion that it was probably this,
i.e. the risk of binary instabilities when transiting
between two binary values, plus the almost
insurmountable task if you wanted to increase the
accuracy, keep all the foil clean, or just simply
calibrate everything, which caused the system to
be abandoned and replaced with modern
electronics.

The images were made by Kazimeras Cernis using the
165-cm telescope CCD. You can easily see how the planet
has travelled against the static background.
Object: Eris (ex. Xena) near the constellation Cetus
Magnitude: 18.7
Dates: October 10 and 12, 2005
Exposure duration: 4 minutes at f/3,1
Opening angle: 0.2 x 0.2 degrees
There are no other well-known stars in the image. The
faintest stars are around magnitude 20.

* 165 cm reflector telescope with aperture 3.1
according to the Cassegrain principle.
* The mirror is not parabolic but hyperbolic to give
wide-field effect.
* The mirror is re-aluminized every 5 years and
has built-in heating loops to eliminate fog and
frost.
* Opening angle: 10 mrad
* Built at Leningrad University in 1989
* First light in Moletai 1991
* Camera: 1300 x 1300 pixels LNG-cooled CCD
* Weight: 2 tons
* The dome is made of wood with sheet metal
covering.
* The telescope is turned by computer using the
point-and-click-method in a digital star directory.

Technical Data of the 165-cm Telescope

The green part is the equatorial mount. One of the
axes of rotation, the one that protrudes from the
floor, is aimed at the Pole Star, so you only have
to turn around this axis to counter the rotation of
the Earth. The second, horisontal shaft is used to
find the right elevation in the sky.
An other type of mounting, azimuthal mounting,
looking a bit like a cannon lavette, means having
to aim the telescope in two axes and
compensating for the Earth’s rotation in both axes
at all times, which is more difficult. However, the
mounting is simpler and really the only option for
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heavier telescopes.

When, according to habit, I was contemplating
the stars in a clear sky, I noticed a new and
unusual star, surpassing the other stars in
brilliancy. There had never before been any star
in that place in the sky.

The mirror is re-aluminized every five years. A
front-facing mirror of this magnitude cannot be
polished or washed if it becomes dirty, because it
is coated with an atom-thin layer of aluminium,
which is applied in vacuum. If you just touch the
surface layer it will be worn off. Washing the
mirror is almost out of the question. How to safely
get the 500 kilo lump down five floors, is another
question. And then up again, without touching the
front face.

Tycho Brahe
------------------------------------------------

THE EVOLUTION OF SPACE & GDS
The first human to come up with the idea that
stars and the Sun are the same thing, just at
different distances, was Anaxagoras, in about
450 B.C. Later, Aristarchus, around 220 B.C.,
thought similarly.

Further Reading
Astronomy in Lithuania: http://www.astro.lt/al-e.html
MAO:http://mao.tfai.vu.lt/sci/en/news/

Giordano Bruno (1548 – 1600) was an Italian
Dominican friar, philosopher, mathematician,
poet, cosmological theorist, and hermetic
occultist. He is known for his cosmological theory,
which conceptually extended the Copernican
model. He proposed that the stars were distant
suns surrounded by their own planets, and he
raised the possibility that these planets might
foster life of their own, a philosophical position
known as cosmic pluralism. He also insisted that
the universe is infinite and could have no center.
(Wikipedia) In the 1600's we were still debating
whether the Sun revolves around the Earth or vice
versa. In the late 1700's, thanks to William
Herschel, the heliocentric model took precedence.
Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel (1784 – 1846) was a
German astronomer, mathematician, physicist
and geodesist. He was the first astronomer who
determined reliable values for the distance from
the sun to another star by the method of parallax.
Before Bessel, every idea about what the stars in
the sky were, was nothing but speculation.
Bessel's name and significance has been much
underappreciated. Because not only was the
pedestrian horizon of the universe expanded to
interstellar range, but also the requirements and
merits for any divinity, claiming to be in charge of
it all. In the past, it had been enough to rule as a
Pharaoh or to be the son of a Roman Emperor.
Such claims became ridiculous. Future applicants
for Gods needed extended credentials. And the
current Gods in utilisation, were silently upgraded
beyond comprehension. In the wake of Bessel's
measurements came Jules Verne, Kurd Lasswitz,
Claës Lundin and Herbert George Wells.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mol
%C4%97tai_Astronomical_Observatory
Vilnius University, 440 years old, is one of Europe’s oldest:
https://www.vu.lt/en

Eris, the dwarf planet:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eris_(dwarf_planet)

About Lithuania
If you, like the author, were taught in school a
hundred years ago that Lithuania is a Soviet
republic, and then have read all kinds of dirt in the
media, you might think that it is a poor, miserable
place with cracked houses, rusty railways and
electron tube computers. Nothing could be further
from the truth. After its independence in 1991, the
economy has sky-rocketed with such speed that
the good life has long surpassed Sweden. The
range of goods in the shops is considerably better
and the product diversity is greater than in
Sweden. We are poor at mobile usage in
comparison, and the healthcare system does
things with computers that we can only dream of.
And the food, yes, at least the undersigned keeps
dreaming of it all the time.
Check it out for yourself:
http://www.qedata.se/e_js_litauiskt_galleri_flik_intro.htm
-----------------------------------------------

Who are we? We find that we live on an
insignificant planet of a humdrum star lost in a
galaxy tucked away in some forgotten corner of a
universe in which there are far more galaxies than
people.
Carl Sagan
------------------------------------------------

The 2nd great leap was made in the 1900's, from
interstellar to intergalactic. Historically speaking –
our understanding of the universe is still on an
infant level. And what we can see, may not be
exactly what it is. Our conclusions are flawed.

We cannot teach people anything; we can only
help them discover it within themselves.

Galileo Galilei
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For example, the universe appears to expand?
How did we arrive at this conclusion? The answer
is redshift. Galaxy clusters which are billions of
lightyears away from us, display a greater redshift
than Galaxy clusters closer to us. Infact, the
galaxies in our local cluster don't move away from
us at all. The Andromeda galaxy is on a collision
course with the Milky Way and the cosmic
cataclysm is only 4.5 billion years away. That is
just about the age of the planet Earth (as we have
agreed to believe).

and Gorx himself was a quadruped, unable to pick
up a rock from the ground with his paws.
But Gorx serves more as a listener than one who
makes profound statements. Because the reality
of Gorx is void of so many things which only
confuse the hell out of us human beings. There
can be no greed, no good, no evil, no envy, no
desire, no jealousy and no pride. Because there is
only Gorx. There has never been anyone to hunt,
hurt or taunt Gorx. He would only look curiously at
me and wonder who I am. Outside of his body.
And if I would have considered it important and
explicable who and what I am, I would of course
have tried to tell him. But since so few of us know
ourselves and some of us struggle with the mere
issue of trying to understand women, politics or
economics, and others find it hard to wrap their
mind around boundless human stupidity, I gave
up the ambition, trying to explain what a human
being is. Besides, I had other, less complicated
thoughts on my mind. We debated the nature of
the universe at length. Gorx is curious and wants
to know everything. I try to explain it all, as far as I
understand it, leaving out only the bits, which are
myth and speculation, such as gods, the big bang
and dark matter.
We started with some of the simple issues, like:
- Why is a planet spherical in shape? and
- Why does everything spin?
After a while we got to more complex issues, at
which I have a limited understanding myself.
- There are only four kind of particles in the
universe, I say for example. The up-quark, the
down-quark, the neutrino and the electron. These
particles fill up the universe and they constitute all
matter and all that is energy. Empty space does
not exist, because even in the void, which we
think of as empty space, there are fluctuating
fields of energy. Micro- and macro-cosmos look
alike. So when a photon travels through it, in the
vast void it encounters a vast number of neutrinos
and fluctuating fields along the way. This affects
the redshift of the photon and makes it appear to
us humans as if our universe expanded.
The planet of Gorx is orbiting a small red sun. It
rotates slowly and so the nights are long and cold.
Gorx has a silky white fur to protect him from the
cold. I have a space suit. The atmosphere of Gorx
is too thin for me. My atmosphere is bottled and
liquid in tubes I carry on my back.
- Do you understand? I paused and looked into
his single, black big eye.
- Gorx, he grunted. Or something sounding very
similar. It was the only word he knew.

Gorx
In Perry Rhodan-issue #77, Walter Ernsting wrote
in 1962 about the encounter between Ernst Ellert
and Gorx. Ellerts soul went on a cosmic journey,
much like the protagonist of Olaf Stapledon's
1937 novel Star Maker. I read this issue more
than 40 years ago.
Gorx was a lonely creature, living on the planet
Gorx. All he knew until he met Ellert was Gorx.
Since then I have revisited Gorx many times in
mental exercises. Because Gorx would have to be
free from human concepts. Since Gorx was the
only thing Gorx ever knew, nobody told him when
or how he began. He could not recollect his
beginning and he was not aware that he might
have an end. To Gorx, beginnings and endings
were unknown concepts. He had always been, as
far as he could remember. But then Gorx was not
very smart. The planet Gorx was a desolate place
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abundantly clear. It is not. It looks like rubbish,
which is a pity, because I can do better than this.
The story itself matured during the 18 years from
the point on when I had come up with both the
beginning and the end. It was suddenly finished in
more or less 8 intense days. Three months later I
became more aware of its flaws. I should have
kept it in a drawer and not tortured my pro-friends
with it. But, hey! You asked! I'm sorry I exposed
you to this half baked product. I take it, you
yawned no later than before the 4th chapter and
put it aside. And never had the strength to pick it
up again.
I know. It's worth rewriting. No serious writer gives
up after only three rejections. Technically I have
still only received one, from Sam J Lundwall, 41
or 42 years ago. For a short story. But it was so
well phrased, that I couldn't take offence and
became very careful before I presented anything
further to “the public”.

MY BOK – A REVIEW
by Wolf von Witting
In August 2019, I wrote a book. It was about the
same length as The Wizard of Oz, but far from
Frank L Baum writing quality. I have now attained
sufficient distance from it, to write my own review.
It was submitted to 3 professionals for comments.
All three have abstained. It equals 3 rejection slips
and I should be glad that it was not published in
its current condition. After this one, no one would
ever read a second book of mine.
It isn't my first book, which I wrote 40 years ago
and fortunately only showed to Ylva Spångberg.
There are, thank heavens, no surviving copies of
that one. Neither is it my 2nd book, which came
into existence a year later, 39 years ago. The 2nd
book, a hand written and random collection of
thoughts, called The Book of Thoughts was more
successful. It was in the possession of Kjerstin
Bergren who, if she still is alive, lives near the city
of Kalmar in southern Sweden. Over the years,
she has picked it up, now and then, and read in it.
Smiled at the jokes and contemplated its pseudowisdom, which was represented by several of the
kind of quotes people post on their Facebook
pages. But to her it was a treasure.
My third book, doesn't have a title yet. I have had
several different ideas, but none which lingered.
Before I tell you all about what is wrong with this
third book, I will tell you what is okay with it. The
storyline and the ambience is fairly interesting. It
deserves a better treatment. But in more or less
everything else, it sucks.
Ronald M Hahn said about chapter one, it reads
almost like a movie script. Yes, it does. It is no
coincidence. With talented casting and skillfull
directing it could make a decent movie and
compensate for everything that the book doesn't
have. All the characters, except the Traveller, are
bland. I can almost see before me, Peter
Stormare in the role of the Traveller. He does
these kind of characters to perfection. There is a
lot of dialogue. But it is more used to carry the
events forward than to display much beyond
shallow individual thoughts. With this story, and
the many plot holes, the amount of words should
perhaps be doubled.
The characters need to be further developed. The
plot holes need to be filled and the action needs
to be polished. As it is, the story doesn't grab you.
But worst of all, the punchline, even though one
can sense it is there, somewhere... As it is now, it
doesn't come across. The reader shouldn't have
to guess what it is. At the end it needs to be

ABUT FEAR
by Wolf von Witting
I was recently in hospital. While I waited for my
turn I picked up an Italian magazine, lying there
on the table. In it, was an article about the top 30
fears of Italians. In this order the top 30 were:”The
dark, flying, dogs, sickness, driving, blood, holes,
loneliness, mice, people [I'm guessing they actually
meant strangers or possibly crowds. It simply said people] ,
the future, the sea, spiders, the dentist, needles,
emptiness, women, change, strong wind, travel,
snakes, feet, clown, dolls losing the job, giving
birth, tempest, buttons, madness and bees.
Feet? A top 30 fear???
Italians use long words and I had only three and a
half hour to wait, so I didn't read the entire article.
Besides, I wanted to add my own 5 cents worth.
Women and feet would probably not be on the top
30 list of Swedish people. This is maybe because
women in Sweden don't use their femininity as
much as Italian women, to gain favours. But
talking in front of people would be on the Swedish
top 30. Or would it? The no:#1 Swedish fear must
be embarrassing oneself.
Because we completely suppress the things we
ought to fear and the things we are most afraid of.
Everyone is afraid of the unknown. But we can't
say what it is, because we don't know it and we
don't fear it before we face it. Underneath all of
our fears are the fear of pain and loss. The fear of
not being in control, the fear of dying, the fear of
war, losing someone close, breaking up, etc
We're less afraid of being dead, than of dying.
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Dying often involves some kind of pain.
Nobody seems to be afraid of terrorist attacks.
And Italians are not so much afraid of volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes, even though both of
these natural disasters are a reality in Italy, with 4
big active volcanoes; Etna, Vesuvius, Volcano and
Stromboli.
What are Germans afraid of? I must say, I do not
have a clue. Violence? Guns? My father, who was
a certified German even when he carried other
passports and citizenship, was afraid of snakes.
He was seriously uncomfortable even by images
of snakes, the way I am uncomfortable around
even small hornets of 5 cm length. They can sting
through leather gloves. And they will do so if you
piss them off, by trying to swat them.

TO DIE, T SLEEP.
PERCHANCE TO DREAM?
I met Terry Pratchett in Dortmund 1999. I can't say
that we knew each other well, but I think we both
were characters who had an impact on each
other. Naturally I took interest and followed his
final path to the end. Losing oneself, before dying
is a veritable horror. Not unimaginable, since we
received a spectacular illustration in Kubrick's
2001 – A Space Odyssey. Cold shivers running
down my spine when I listen to Hal: “Stop, Dave.
My mind is going. I can feel it. Stop, Dave. I'm
afraid.” So I should have been relieved when
Terry died a natural death.
But I never stopped thinking about it. I never
stopped thinking about Joachim Henke, Randy
Byers, my brother Dieter, my exwife Jelena, my
uncle or my mother or any of those I mentioned in
issue #26. I believe, when we go, if we have an
afterlife, blood relationship is not going to matter.
So many of our fellow human beings are related
to us, without us knowing it. I have come to
accept, and think of many friends as distant
brothers and sisters.
Near 50 years these words have been ringing in
my ears: “How do you dare tell me that I'm my
father's son, when that was just an accident of
birth.” (Wind Up, Jethro Tull, Ian Anderson, 1971)

Animals will often come up on our lists, because
we don't know if or what they think. Bees are often
confused with wasps who are the actual baddies.
You have to seriously annoy a bee before it stings
and then it must be your own fault, or you walked
unknowingly right in front of a hive, where you
became an obstacle in their flight path.
Mice? How can these cute little buggers be
scary? Don't you mean rats? Mice are vegetarians
while rats are omnivores. I'd keep a healthy
distance from the rat, which is a fairly intelligent
animal. I'm not afraid of it, unless it decides to
attack me. But I do believe a rat attack could get
my adrenaline flowing.

Understanding and common ground is a more
important connection for me. I didn't have it with
my father, so every traditional sf-fan feels closer
to me than my dad. We have been together for
the most part of my life. Fandom is family to me.
Like Gorx is a thinking entity on the other side of
the universe. Its solitude and affinity for the whole
makes it a relative of ours. What are we, if not
thinking partitions of the whole? And when did we
become it? I base my conviction on a thought I
had when I was six years old and attempted to
commit suicide. I failed (obviously). And I was
wrong. I remember my reasoning: This time
around, life is going to be for shit!” Not exactly
those words, but exactly that meaning. Life has
been extremely good to me. I am no longer six,
but sixty. I can say that. And I may be one of the
few representatives of the species homo sapiens
who is not afraid of the undiscovered country.
I just wish we would achieve sapience, before we
aspire to become superior. With fewer days ahead
than behind, I just ask myself when I will come to
the end of the line. Feel free to play the Traveling
Wilbury's at my funeral. Just don't expect it to be
any day soon.
- Wolf -

Why are kids not afraid of fire crackers? They
ought to be. If not, show them a couple of pictures
of hands with missing digits because these kids
have been careless. Or don't, but then do not be
surprised if your kid gets a few fingers blown off.
Dangerous stuff, such as explosives, one needs
to have a healthy fear of. There was a time, when
I didn't think I was afraid of anything.
I had conquered my fear of the dark. I couldn't
think of anything I was afraid of. Then my brain
created a new horror. I dreamed I caused a frontal
collision between two trains. When I woke up I
started defending myself immediately. It would not
have been possible in real life. Not like this!
What was I doing? I realized, that our fears makes
us part of who we are. And we need the healthy
fears. A healthy fear is causing other people harm
by being careless. That's a healthy fear to have
while driving a car. It's a healthy fear, to have
respect for dangerous animals. You don't need to
go near them. Don't bother them. It's a healthy
fear to be afraid when doing something risky. It's
your fear which might keep you alive. Being
aware that what you do is dangerous.
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So the years 2016 to 2019 definitely count as a
low, with only Dortmund 2017 as an energizer.
The next target is Portugal. I want to go there and
get to know the fans there. I started writing an
article about fandom in Romania which I hope to
finish in the next issue. But while writing it, I
realized that sf-fandom today, at least in Europe,
isn't quite what is used to be.
We used to be more of a family. To receive the
answer “Yes!” on the question: “Do you like/read
science fiction?” was not a commonplace answer
as it is today. With this yes, an immediate bonding
occurred, because we had this one nerdish hobby
in common. Perhaps it was also because we were
young, that we did foolish things together without
hesitation. There was Hans Brüggener, who other
than being an sf-fan also was a fan of gangstermovies (á la James Cagney, Humphrey Bogart).
His vision of the future was to bleed out on the
tarmac after a shoot out with the bad guys (the
cops, I guess). Hans wanted to rob a small shop
in the underground. Anders Åkerlind and I tagged
along just to see if he was actually going to do it.
This was around 40 years ago, 1979. We waited
outside the shop, hidden in the shadows and
Hans found one reason after the other to wait a bit
longer. He seemed determined to do it and was
working up his courage. But he hesitated too long
and suddenly it was closing time. Hans made a
run for the door, to convince the shopkeeper to let
him in, but then again, he hesitated. Didn't know
exactly what excuse he should invent. Needed
desperately a pack of condoms, perhaps? Too
late. The place closed and Hans, as far as I am
aware, never ended up in jail. But for a moment,
we were in the movies there. Front row seats.

CNVENTION WITHDRAWAL SYMPTM
by Wolf von Witting
Introducing a new column here. DLV used to be a
fanzine I made for APA's. First for DAPPER and
later for EAPA. To quote Lambert from Alien: “I like
griping!” So this is my griping column.
I have suffered seriously from CWS lately. I prefer
Dr Pätzold's PCD (CoClock, Issue #20, page 20)
any time. CWS is worse. Meeting fans and being
with fans has become lifeblood.
This low in meeting sf-fans reminds me of the two
other periods in my life, when it was so. The spells
between my first and second round of intense
fanac and the one between my second and third.
Am I on the verge of my fourth and final? The
borders of the second are very clearly defined in
my memory. It started with the SFCD-convention
in Ratzeburg 1997 and ended in Dortmund 2002.
It is what I best remember as the filking years.

Anders Åkerlind, Marvyn de Vil and I also did that
Stockholm at night walkabout the same year. Out
to Djurgården for a late night grill and after that we
went inspecting one fountain after the other.
Anders and Marvin took a bath in one of them.
We intended to do the last one on Sergel's Torg,
but when we arrived there in the early morning
hours it was too cold for another bath. Marvyn
went the whole excursion barefoot. It was a magic
night.

Between the second and third I was at SweCon
2004 and Conversation 2006 in Stockholm, but
one can't really say that I got properly started
again before Confuse in Linköping 2008. And the
beginning was slow. CoClock#10 came in 2009
and it was the three Eurocons 2009, 2011 and
2012 which REALLY got me back into the gears.

We did some things which were not entirely legal.
We did some things which were not entirely sane.
We did some things which were not healthy. But
the world was a crazy place and has not come to
its senses since then. We did things we never
would have done as fully grown adults. It simply
was the time to do them ...then.

Since Dortmund 2017 I've more or less been
running on the fumes. Sure, I was at Fantastika in
Stockholm 2018, but that was far from enough.
The journey to Timisoara this year and diving into
Romanian sf-fandom was more of a band aid than
a recharge in terms of combating the CWS.
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The Rain (Denmark, 2018- ) 15+ ep, IMDb: 6.3
Residue (2015) mini-series, IMDb: 5.4 and 6.1
Requiem (2018) mini-series, 6 ep, IMDb: 6.5
Revolution (2012-2014) 42 episodes, IMDb: 6.7
Salvation (2017-2018) 26 episodes, IMDb: 7.1
Sense8 (2015-2018) 24 episodes, IMDb: 8.3
Star Trek – Discovery (2017- ) 34+ ep, IMDb: 7.4
Stranger Things (2016- ) 25 episodes, IMDb: 8.8
Supergirl (2015- ) 109+ episodes, IMDb: 6.4
Supernatural (2005- ) 327+ episodes, IMDb: 8.4
Terra Nova (2011) 13 episodes, IMDb: 6.7
Time After Time (2017) 12 episodes, IMDb: 6.7
Touch (2012-2013) 26 episodes, IMDb: 7.4
Travelers (2016-2018) 34 episodes, IMDb: 8.1
Umbrella Academy (2019- ) 15+ ep, IMDb: 8.0
Under the Dome (2013-2015) 39 ep, IMDb: 6.6
Walking Dead (2010- ) 147+ episodes, IMDb: 8.3
Warehouse 13 (2009-2014) 64 episodes, IMDb: 7.6
Westworld (2016- ) 30+ episodes, IMDb: 8.8
X-Files (1993-2002, 2016-2018) 217 ep, IMDb: 8.6

70+ SF/Fantasy-TV Series in this decade:
3% (Brazil, 2016-) 26 episodes, IMDb: 7.4
12 Monkeys (2015-2018) 47 episodes, IMDb: 7.6
The 100 (2014- ) 100+ episodes, IMDb: 7.7
Abyss (Korea 2019- ) 16+ episodes, IMDb: 7.0
Alphas (2011-2012), 24 episodes, IMDb: 7.2
Altered Carbon (2018- ) Netflix, 10+ep, IMDb: 8.1
Another Life (2019- ) Netflix, 10+ep, IMDb: 4.8
Ascension (2014) mini-series, IMDb: 7.2
Being Human (2008-2013) 37 episodes, IMDb: 7.8
Better Than Us (Russia, 2018-) 16+ ep, IMDb: 7.3
Between (2015-2016) 12 episodes, IMDb: 6.0
Black Mirror (Anthology 2011-) 22 ep, IMDb: 8.9
Childhood's End (2015) mini-series, IMDb: 6.9
Colony (2016-2018) 36 episodes, IMDb: 7.4
Continuum (2012-2015) 42 ep, IMDb: 7.6
DareDevil (2015-2018) 39 epsidoes, IMDb: 8.6
Dark (Germany, 2017- ) 19+ ep, IMDb: 8.7
Dark Crystal (2019- ) Netflix, 10+ep, IMDb: 8.8
Dark Matter (2015-2017) 39 ep, IMDb: 7.5
Dirk Gently (2010-2012) 4 episodes, IMDb: 7.7
Dirk Gently's Holistic DA (2016-2017) 18, IMDb: 8.3
Doctor Who (2005- ) 189 episodes, IMDb: 8.6
Electric Dreams (2018 ?) 10 episodes, IMDb: 7.3
Extinct (2017) 10 episodes, IMDb: 6.2
The Expanse (2015- ) 47+ episodes, IMDb: 8.4
Falling Skies (2011-2015) 52 episodes, IMDb: 7.2
The Flash (2014 - ) 125+ episodes, IMDb 7.8:
Frankenstein Chronicles (2015-2017) 12 ep, IMDb: 7.3.
Fringe (2008-2013) 100 episodes, IMDb: 8.4
Game of Thrones (2011-2019) 73 ep, IMDb: 9.4
Grimm (2011-2017) 123 episodes, IMDb: 7.8
The Good Place (2016- ) 46 ep, IMDb: 8.1
Handmaid's Tale (2017- ) 37+ episodes, IMDb: 8.5
Helix (2014-2015) 26 episodes. IMDb: 6.8
Kiss Me First (2018) mini-series, 6 ep, IMDb: 6.3
Leila (India 2019 - ) 6+ episodes, IMDb: 4.5
Limitless (2015-2016) 22 episodes, IMDb: 7.7
Lost in Space (2018- ) 10+ episodes, IMDb: 7.2
Love, Death & Robots (2019- ) 19+ ep, IMDb: 8.6
Man in the High Castle (2015- ) 40+ ep, IMDb: 8.1
Maniac (2018) mini-series, 10 episodes, IMDb: 7.9
Mars (2016-2018) 13 episodes, IMDb: 7.5
Minority Report (2015) 10 episodes, IMDb: 5.9
Nightflyers (2018) 10 episodes, IMDb: 5.9
OA (2016-2019) 16 episodes, IMDb: 7.8
Once Upon A Time (2011-2018) 156 ep, IMDb: 7.8
The Order (2019- ) 20+ epsidoes, IMDb: 6.9
Origin (2018) Youtube, 10 episodes, IMDb: 7,2
The Orville (2017- ) 27+ episodes, IMDb: 8.0
Osmosis (France, 2019- ) 8+ ep, IMDb: 5.9
Person of Interest (2011-2016) 103 ep, IMDb: 8.4

Notes: I have not kept track of animated tv-series with
exception of Dark Crystal:Age of Resistance and Love,
Death & Robots. * The IMDb (Internet Movie Database)
rank is organic and may have changed slightly compared
to when I looked. * Considering the vast amount of sf and
fantasy which is currently being produced, I wouldn't be
surprised at all, if I have missed a few. But please, do tell
me if you know of a series which ought to have been
included into this list. * Residue (2015) has two entries on
IMDb, with different rank, but identical content.
------------------------------------------------

If you can think of any decade between the 1950's
and the 1980's (animated series not included) in
which more than 20 sf- or fantasy-series were
produced, then you're good, because I can't.
1990's – experienced an increase to nearly 30
and the first decade of this millennium had more
or less 40 sf/fantasy tv-series.
We take note that Germany, France, Denmark,
Russia, India and Korea are represented in the
production of this decade. I am quite fond of the
Russian entry myself. Better Than Us would
probably score much higher on IMDb were it only
in English.
Supernatural is still running and turning into a new
record breaker with its currently 327 episodes.
Jim Henson had an excellent sense of timing,
coming with his epic version of the Dark Crystal
now that Game of Thrones is over and people
may be looking for something similar, but also
completely different. Fantasy fans may rejoice.
Have I seen them all? No, of course not. There is
a limit to how much self-inflicted torture one can
endure. High up on my list of non-viewed series is
the Amazon streaming Man in the High Castle,
based on the P.K.Dick story. But the ones I
haven't seen are less than 10.
- Wolf -
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In my time in fandom, I’ve been to six Worldcons;
but until this year, I’ve never actually left the UK to
go to any of them. That changed when the Dublin
bid won. It’s hardly a transcontinental voyage, and
existing arrangements between the UK and the
Republic make the border currently as friction-free
as it can be (and let’s not talk politics here or
mention the slow-motion car-crash that is Br*x*t);
but the Republic is a different country and has
followed its own destiny for almost a century, so
it’s just sufficiently different to get that sense of
otherness that comes with travel. Indeed, the area
around the con venue, Dublin’s Docklands, uses
so much European street furniture and the
buildings so many European fitments and fittings,
that getting off the tram by the back of the
Conference Centre almost felt like being in parts
of Frankfurt or Munich.

taken by surprise by this. Or perhaps not. These
are strange times we live in.)
The other thing to note about Dublin is that it is a
remarkably expensive city. My original plans for
the convention – before a friend dropped out of
the intended trip – involved a hotel bill that would
be close to a four-figure sum. Travel was also
potentially much more expensive than just buying
a tank of petrol. (And we won’t even mention an
exchange rate so close to parity as not to make
any difference.) But to cut a long story short, I
eventually settled on travelling to the con via train
and ferry, and staying in university accommodation a couple of miles out of the city centre,
commuting in by bus and tram each morning, and
getting a taxi back at night. I reckoned that saving
nearly £700 on the room entitled me to spend a
bit more on personal transport.
I was staying on the Glasnevin campus of Dublin
City University. Centred on the 1851 Albert
College building, the bulk of the university dates
from the 1970s and 1980s. DCU has a very
diverse, international student body, and also runs
a number of summer schools; so the campus was
far from empty and some of the nightlife was quite
vibrant. At the same time, some of those schools
attracted older visitors and there were also a

(Having said that, and with the official line being
that the Common Travel Area between the UK
and the Republic of Ireland remains in force, I was
a bit surprised to find that the Irish police were
doing ID checks as you came off the ferry in
Dublin. This wasn’t a full-blown immigration check
– apparently, any photo ID would do – but if I
hadn’t been pre-warned by social media posts
from early travellers to the con, I might have been
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number of people staying on-campus as tourists
like me (though as far as I could see, no other
Worldcon attendees). My room was fairly spartan,
though little worse than an Ibis hotel. (The bed
was a little Klingon in terms of firmness, though.)

itself, the Conference Centre Dublin (CCD) was a
modernist pile on the banks of the Liffey, notable
for a series of escalators passing up through a
glazed atrium that gave a number of congoers
vertigo attacks. It also rapidly became clear that
trying to squeeze more than 5,000 warm bodies
into one building was going to need some heavyduty organisation; queue management became a
rapidly evolving management art; the clever
congoer began queueing for programme items
they wanted to see up to an hour beforehand.
One American was unimpressed – “It’s like a
totalitarian regime, being told where to stand!” he
grumbled – though the absence of gophers
beating fans with rubber truncheons for not
queueing properly rather defused that argument.
The rest of us just used it as an opportunity to
chat to people, as you do.

My morning commute became part of the fun.
One thing I always enjoy doing in any new city I
visit is being what the French call a flâneur – a
gentleman stroller of the city streets, who
observes the foibles of urban life with a certain
cool detachment. I may have been indulging my
flâneurery from atop a bus, but the ability to see a
slice of the life of ordinary Dubliners became a
pleasure to start my day. I would drop off the bus
on O’Connell Street, Dublin’s central thoroughfare, and then walk the length of it to where the
LUAS tram ran from Abbey Street along to a stop
at the back of the venue, and then on to the con’s
second venue, The Point, a new (and unfinished)
leisure development where the Art Show was
located together with a number of other
programme items.

When not queueing, perhaps the main focus of
the con was Martin’s, the con bar area. Martin’s
was named for UK fan Martin Hoare, who had
organised the bar at most British Eastercons and
many other conventions across Europe for many
years, as well as organising firework displays and
collecting Dave Langford’s Hugos on many
occasions, but who unexpectedly died a couple of
weeks before the Worldcon. His job on the
Worldcon Committee was Bar Manager, and so
the naming of the con bar after him was a
foregone conclusion and most likely an instant
tradition. Martin deserves nothing less.

It quickly became clear that the LUAS was
becoming an informal con venue itself, especially
once we passed the bus station. I bumped into
friends old and new on the tram. We didn’t quite
get to the extent of holding tram parties, but in all
other extents it was a con venue. The main venue

The rest of the con committee were kept very
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busy, though the CCD staff joined in and
especially made queue management a definite
joint effort. Whilst queueing, you could marvel at
those of the CCD team who were walking around
with carpet cleaners, looking for all the world like
those maintenance staff on Babylon 5 who could
be seen in the background with some sort of mine
detector-like gizmo that supposedly depolarised
the floor plating or some such. Certainly, none of
the con committee stood still long enough to talk
much until the Sunday afternoon when I bumped
into Dave Lally at the Newcon Press launch party,
held in a particularly unfinished part of The Point.

minutes.
I went to a number of programme items, of
course. After all, the registration fee was so hefty,
I wasn’t going to ignore the programme
altogether, even though I come from a fannish
generation that considered going to programme
items as definitely Uncool. Most of the programme
items I went to centred on the Apollo programme,
seeing as the 50th anniversary of the first Moon
landing had been marked just a month or so
before. Apollo retrospectives, Alternate Apollos
and future missions – especially NASA’s
ambitious plan to be back on the Moon by 2024 –
all featured and featured heavily. This last strand
really was Rocket Science, and we had the
benefit of a number of Rocket Scientists on the
panels, including Dr. Jeanette Epps from the
NASA astronaut corps.
My original plan for the weekend had included
some sightseeing, perhaps a bookshop crawl
around Dublin and possibly even an excursion out
of town – after all, Irish Rail is as cheap as chips,
and a day return to somewhere like Wexford
would have cost me little more than my taxi back
to DCU; but in the end, this was curtailed by the
knowledge that I’d spent a lot on attending the
con and so really ought to get my money’s worth.
I’d reduced my plans to perhaps a trip out to
Howth on the Sunday afternoon, only to find that
the convention clashed with the All-Ireland Hurling
Championships Final that day, meaning that the
city centre was heaving with sports fans from
early morning and most places would be deserted
in the afternoon with those not actually at Croke
Park glued to their televisions. My one excursion,
then, was to take up an invitation to lunch from
one of my online friends. Apart from my blogs and
my Flickr account, my other major online activity
is the book cataloguing app LibraryThing
(www.LibraryThing.com), which also has quite
active discussion groups about, oddly enough,
science fiction. LibraryThing (or ‘LT’ to its
community) is pretty far-flung, but many of its
users are based in North America and so don’t get
to meet up all that often. Peter (pgmcc) had
organised a rolling programme of meetups,
recognising that many of us LTers at the con
would have fully packed programmes (indeed, Ian
Sales wasn’t able to get to any of them, only
partly down to the panels he was either on or
moderating). So at Friday lunchtime, I ventured
out across the highly modernist Samuel Beckett
Bridge to a pub called The Ferryman. Unlike a lot
of the pubs in central Dublin, which had excessive
amounts of Oirishness to appeal to tourists, this

Even then, Dave was still fizzing with his
accustomed energy, such that in my photograph
you can see that his extremities are mere blurs
even when he himself was standing still.

It wasn’t just the con committee and CCD staff
who were busy. On my first day, I went into the
Dealers’ Room and within minutes heard some
publisher telling another, in incredulous terms,
that “John Jarrold has 35 meetings planned this
weekend!”. John, long-time fan, once a major
publisher’s sf editor and now a freelance agent,
seemed quite relaxed about this when I saw him
on Friday morning between meetings and was
even unfocussed enough to chat for a few
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felt more like a proper city pub, frequented by
office workers and ordinary Dubliners. Peter, who
works in Dublin, was familiar with the place and
had suggested the venue. It looked not unlike any
one of the thousands of Irish theme pubs that
sprang up all over the world in the 1990s, except
that this one really was Irish. Drink was taken,
which may go some way towards explaining how
heavily I was leaning on the bridge parapet on the
way back to the con.

I’d bought, I managed to get my hold baggage to
within 250 grams of the overall allowance), I
reckoned that the ferry would be my best solution,
and so it proved. (My luggage for this trip
consisted of my camera bag and a gigantic
wheeled holdall that is of such a size that you
could easily conceal a dismembered torso in it.)
There actually wasn’t much that I acquired that (in
theory) I couldn’t find at home in the UK, though
as I hardly ever go into a city centre these days
and visit a proper bookshop, any opportunity to
buy science fiction is to be welcomed. I was able
to find a couple of Peter Watts titles, and the new
Ted Chiang collection Exhalation. I was pleased to
be able to pick up a reprint of Michael G. Coney’s
Hello Summer, Goodbye in a new edition by PS
Publishing; and I took special pleasure in finding a
monograph on the classic British horror film
Theatre of Blood (wherein Vincent Price plays a
rather over-the-top Shakespearean thespian who
returns from his apparent death to kill off his many
critics in various gruesome Shakespearean
ways). There was little that was obviously Irish
about my purchases, save for Flann O’Brien’s
The Third Policeman (Irish surrealism) and
something fairly unique to fandom: Warhoon 28,
Walt Willis’ legendary fanzine detailing the history
of Irish fandom in the 1950s and 1960s, a sort of
fannish equivalent to Jack Kerouac’s On the
Road, so special that it ended up existing only in a
hardback edition (!) and copies of which change
hands online for exorbitant prices (£60 and more!
For a fanzine!). The convention had unearthed the
last stocks of this fannish icon and were offering
them for 20 Euro, which was a bargain. At least, I
thought so until I saw them offering copies on the
last day for 10 Euro. Poot.
For a lot of Irish fans, this was not only their first
Worldcon but their first convention of any sort.
Many seemed highly delighted to have the
convention in Dublin, and their enthusiasm was
highly infectious; certainly, I enjoyed this
convention more than I’ve enjoyed any Worldcon
since my first (Seacon ’79 in Brighton; but in those
days I was pretty new to fandom as a whole and
so a Worldcon had novelty value for me). Sadly,
funds wouldn’t stretch to my staying on and then
travelling to the Eurocon (Titancon) the following
weekend in Belfast; but I enjoyed myself so much
that a return visit must be inevitable. I may look at
attending an Octocon, the Irish national
convention (in October, strangely enough), or find
some other excuse based around my other
interests to make a return visit. As for Worldcons,
next year is Wellington, New Zealand; 2021 is

The unprecedented numbers of attendees made a
few changes to convention custom and practice
necessary. For the first time – and perhaps as
much to control the flows of people around the
con venue – access to some of the major events
was managed by pre-booking wristbands. These
wristbands were issued free of charge during the
day for events such as the Friday evening
orchestral concert or the Hugo awards ceremony
on the Sunday night. The concert, I went to, and
enjoyed. Vincent Docherty had first organised this
for Loncon in 2014, so when he found himself with
his own Worldcon to arrange, he lost no time in
scheduling another concert. I enjoyed both
concerts, though in this one I felt there was an
over-emphasis on music from film and tv (the
inevitable Game of Thrones theme being the least
worst instance of this) and a little more
inventiveness would not go astray. (Where, for
example, was a performance of Howard Hanson’s
Second Symphony, as heavily used in Alien?)
Still, live music is always worth supporting. As for
the Hugo ceremony, not being 100% up to date
with my reading I didn’t have too much interest in
the blow-by-blow details of who won what, and so
was happy with the live stream being shown in
one of the secondary con halls and in Martin’s.
This did mean that I missed Jeanette Ng’s
iconoclastic speech accepting the (then) John W.
Campbell Award for best new writer, and doing
such a hatchet job on Campbell that the award
was promptly renamed. Eventually, I met up with
old-time fan friends Joseph Nicolas and Judith
Hanna, and we nattered and drank, and then
flâneured the post-ceremony con bar. I didn’t get
to see George R.R. Martin’s Hugo Losers’ Party,
which was, apparently, excessively curmudgeonly,
even for George.
I nearly forgot the books. One of the reasons for
my choosing not to fly was the understanding that
I might well be acquiring a number of books.
Having had a close encounter with excess
baggage once on a trip to Vienna (by virtue of
stuffing my coat pockets with some of the books
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Washington DC; neither of which I am likely to
attend. After 2021, the site has not yet been
decided, but there are bids for Chicago in 2022,
and for Memphis (USA), Nice (France) or
Chengdu (China) in 2023. Whilst Nice is possible,
the most likely Worldcon I’d be going to in future,
assuming they win the bid, would be Glasgow in
2024.
But I enjoyed Dublin and want to see more, both
of the city and the country. I was last in Ireland in
2010, and that was a flying visit helping drive a
team of hill walkers around the highest mountains
in these islands of ours; another trip did not ought
to wait so long.
- Robert Day ------------------------------------------------

A SHRT MIDWINTER FRANKENSTEIN FILK
I do enjoy ruining Christmas songs. I recently
found out that Silent Night was written in 1818
near Salzburg in Austria.
The same year Frankenstein was published.
Spontaneously I mingled the two masterpieces:

TEMPUS FUGIT
The intention was to wrap it up in October 2019.
But this winter I also needed to renew my
passport and doing so at the embassy in Rome
was inconceivable. Not only was the cost of doing
it in Rome by 100 Euros more expensive than
renewing it in Sweden (for what reason, I don't
know), but the office opening hours were also laid
in a way that no train from my part of Italy would
arrive in Rome on time to hand in an application.
The cost for spending the night in Rome was
saved by flying to Sweden. And the train to Rome
would have been more expensive than what the
flight was. Easy choice there. So I checked the
flights to Stockholm and found that RyanAir would
not have any direct flights in November and
December. The last flight went in October.
I quickly booked a flight to Sweden and changed
the month on the cover of this issue from October
to November.
I came back late in October and started editing.
For some reason my version of Photoshop just
would not open and to insert Robert Day's article
with pictures I had to install and use gimp. This
turned out to be more arduous than I expected,
not being used to gimp, so I went back to
Photoshop and tried to solve the problem.
I solved it. And then my monitor went black. It just
died. A week or two later I got a new monitor, a
fancy curved widescreen monitor for my birthday
in November, as I hit 60. Problem solved.
That's when I discovered a growing bulge near my
right ear. I had no idea what it was. Apparently I
had also managed to accumulate several other
medical conditions, unrelated to each other, one
of which created symptoms similar to diabetes.

Stille Nacht, Frankenstein lacht
Aus dem Todesschlaf erwacht
Kommt zu Leben in einem Gerät
Mit Donnerschlag und Elektrizität
Das Geschöpf schreckt verwirrt auf:
Hoch mit den Tassen und sauf!
Wolf von Witting 18 november 2019

O, Frankenstein. Es darf nicht sein
Dein Menschgeschöpf ist ganz allein.
So hat er Frieden auf der Erd'
Doch was ist so das Leben wert?
O, Frankenstein, bring ihm jetzt sein.
Frust und Radau mit 'ner Ehefrau
Sequel based on O Tannenbaum, written 1824,
words by Wolf von Witting 10 December 2019
I also learned that another word for filk in music is
contrafactum. Something which practice has been
applied long before filk emerged.
------------------------------------------------

This is the point, where I was interrupted in the
creation of this issue. Several times I intended to
pick up the editing, but things happened. And
things kept happening, making me re-evaluate
what I was doing.
In April, during the covid19 lockdown I believed to
be ready to wrap up and finish this issue. Nope.
Allow me to rehash the passing months.
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For one, I had managed to slowly food poisoning
myself. So I waltzed through the Italian health
care system for a while, sorting out what problems
I was afflicted with.
Sitting in hospital waiting rooms and health care
administration waiting rooms required both time
and patience. So, it was concluded that I among
other things, had an infection of the parotid gland.
I was given antibiotics and the bulge shrunk. Then
it was time to go to Bucarest, Romania over
Christmas and New Year. We have arrived at the
time for my Frankenstein Filk.
In Bucarest the bulge returned with a vengeance
and New Years Eve we spent most of the day in
two different Romanian hospitals.
Nice doctor there! More antibiotics and also an
anti-inflammatory medication. I learned that
countries may have very different pharmaceutical
protocols.
In January I had a biopsy and later an echography
was made. It was discovered that I have a rare
anatomical feature. I don't have two kidneys like
normal people, but a horseshoe kidney. A single
kidney in the shape of a horseshoe. Apparently I
have this in common with Mel Gibson and every
other one in five hundred people.
Oh, my vision also became more blurry, so now I
have to wear glasses while writing this. Never
needed glasses at the computer before. Only for
reading... But, it's okay. I now have the proper
eye-wear. And then... the corona-virus happened.
My immediate environment turned into a complete
madhouse. I have been isolated at home since
February 24th. We go shopping and still late in
June 2020, it was mandatory to wear facial mask
in the shop.
Not that we know of any cases of covid19 in the
region. People still appear to be scared shit-less.
Early on, they even went with mask and gloves to
throw their own garbage. It looked almost as if
they were disposing of nuclear waste. We still
have idiots sitting in their own cars wearing mask
and gloves. They seem to have no understanding
of the purpose of the mask and how it should be
used. No wonder.
The national and local administrations have
changed the rules and regulations so many times,
it's no wonder people can't tell the difference
between their own front and back. Why are you
wearing the mask? We're outdoors in the countryside. “Because the politicians told us to.”
I have to agree with John McAfee who tweeted;
“Be glad they didn't ask us to suck cocks!” Is it
sheer incompetence, or is there method behind?
I find it hard to believe that there is no plan.

CONSPIRACY THEORIST
Call me one, if you like. In 1997 a union of
associations was formed in Saltsjöbaden, part of
the municipal Nacka, a Stockholm suburb. Sigma
Terra Corps joined this union and in 1998 I was
voted chair of it, representing more than 10.000
members (then between a quarter and a third of
the population of Saltsjöbaden and 1/7 the
population of Nacka). Representing the 'voluntary
workers' I was summoned to meetings with the
most powerful members of the municipal. The
major industrial investors/owners and the political
elite.
It was not uncommon that topics were raised and
opinions were voiced which were not for public
ears. The protocol reflected only the actions taken
and decisions made which were intended to be
public. An outsider could easily consider us
conspirators and it should not be a surprise that I
believe in the existence of conspiracies. Now, I
can tell the difference between nutters and
between the thoughts someone in power can
have. And sometimes complete nutters are in
power (as I am a good example for). I believe that
anyone who has enough money, can buy himself
a telescope strong enough to point it at the moon
and see the actual moon landing module still
standing on the moon surface. When someone
has a conspiracy theory I listen to what the theory
(actually a hypothesis) states and I ask myself two
questions. 1) Who gains from it? 2) How many
people need to be involved to execute the idea?
It is often said that 99% of all people are
followers. It is actually much worse. It is a lot more
than 99.9% of all people who simply find it more
comfortable to follow someone else's directions
than to make up their own. I don't know what
effect it has on the mind to stay in power for a
long time. I was disgusted by reality (the slowly
corrupting effect this position had on my mind)
and resigned from my post late in 1999.
I don't believe anyone in a position of power can
stay in office for long, without starting to look
down on the people they represent. Why?
Because you only deal with people who want
something from you and who have no inkling of
the problems you have to deal with. Because
those you represent don't give a shit unless it
benefits them. Because those who want are so
often complete and selfish assholes unfit to wipe
yours. It's so easy to think in a self-serving mode.
If I am skilled, why should I not use my skills to
make life better for myself? In any way I can.
...without getting caught.
Power or no power. We all do this.
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EDITORIAL RANT – Part II

2021 - Two close friends of mine related to
sf-fandom passed away early this year.

It is the 10th APRIL 2021. Much has happened.
My medical problems persisted. They changed in
nature. For half a year I was one-armed. The
pandemic was a lesser inconvenience. I could not
go to hospital. That's where a mundane friend of
mine picked up his virus infection and fought for
his life for a couple of weeks. He lost 20 kg of
weight in the process.

OLLE SAHLIN (Karl Olof Martin Sahlin), born
in Stockholm 5 April 1956, died 9 January 2021,
was a Swedish translator, editor, graphic designer,
photographer and sf-fan.
It is impossible to say exactly when we first met.
For every memory surfacing, there was not only
the feeling but other indications that we already
knew (of) each other. In the early 80's he was still
peripheral in Sverifandom, but he was there. He
was involved in the Stockholm Tolkien Society as
the ringwraith Khamûl. He was also active in a
group known as The Video Rangers in 1981.

Giving a virus an epicenter (a hospital) was a
doubtful strategy. Creating panic and hysteria, the
way media covered it, was a doubtful strategy.
Had there been such a thing as an opposite to the
Pulitzer (is there?), then a vast majority of the
commercially conveyors of news deserved one.
For a while I was convinced the end of my life was
near.

He was not a person craving immediate attention,
but one who gradually entered in our midst. In
conversations he sometimes excused himself with
his work as a substitute teacher, when overexplaining something. But unlike many, his topics
had substance. I got useful advice on teaching,
which I implemented when I embarked on the
same career in 1983-1984.

With one arm I tried to finish this issue. Again and
again to no avail. I wrote a pile of rubbish and
deleted it. Then I wrote another pile of different
rubbish and deleted it. What's the point, I asked
myself? Suddenly the year 2020 was over.
I was still alive! How very odd...

It wasn't only work and Tolkien. Olle had a broad
range of interest related to my own and I was
always happy to stop for a conversation as we
met. He moved into the same Stockholm suburb,
Fisksätra, where a concentration of science fiction
and fantasy-fans seemed to settle.

The year in the rear view mirror has changed my
perspective on a good number of things. I will
endeavour to reflect this in future issues.
Most importantly, a new project gave me both new
strength to write and a purpose. It was not overlooked, the Eurocon has its 50th Anniversary in
2022. I volunteered to assemble as much as
possible about the 50 Year History of the Eurocon.

He was also a fan of the Rocky Horror Picture
Show, which he had seen often enough to know
all the lines the audience contributed with. And he

I didn't expect us to find material on every event
or photographs of every event, but with the
combined efforts of the Eurosmof Fb group, we
got as far with WHAT WE KNOW as the article on
the page 25 lists. I feel this is an enormous
amount of data compiled in merely two weeks.
We used the Eurosmof group as an online editors
staff meeting, passing around photos to identify
the people in them. We quickly uncovered data on
one of the least attended Eurocons, the one in
Budapest 1988 and could piece together the
reason for the unfortunate circumstances which
led to its near collapse. We found the missing list
of ESFS Award members for 1985 and a partial
list for 1988. The most paneuropean collaboration
of all time ensued. Every day new data keeps
dropping in. Now I am confident a preliminary
version of the final draft can be ready in half a
year. Late September. With more than I hoped for.

Olle Sahlin in conversation with the niece of LarsOlov Strandberg at Nasacon V 1984, Susan Hende.

Photo: Lars-Olov Strandberg

The editorial rant ends on page: 36
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was more than happy to share his insight with us.
I had already been introduced to the soundtrack,
but Olle insisted I also had to see the movie. With
every recommendation he made, I discovered a
world of wonder and amusements.
He joined our sf-club SIGMA TC and together with
his then fiancé Carina Agebratt, they contributed
to make the annual convention a success in the
mid 80's. In 1985 he joined us on a genealogical
expedition to the castle of Gripenberg and to the
crypt of my ancestors in the nearby church.
He produced a filk book for the Tolkien Society
and issue #12 of our club-magazin with the same
topic. It's partly his “fault” I also became a filker.
He was open to everything he perceived as fun.
Role play with SVEROK, re-enacting history with
the Society of Creative Anachronism, and when
we had table-ice-hockey tournaments, he created
the Miranda Inner City Mutants, a team he later
handed over the management. It seemed like Olle
was involved in so many things, most of us would
have needed twice as much time to keep up.
By then he had already started a new job,
translating adult comics. This was another job he
pulled me into. He introduced me to his hobby of
building and painting models. This was something
I picked up much later, but when visiting Sweden,
I got some more useful advice on how to paint
small scale models with interesting effects.

Olle Sahlin
“It's never going to be translated. The Xanthbooks are something which have to be read in its
original language.”
(Olle Sahlin)
--Linnéa Anglemark wrote a nice piece about her
first encounter with Olle. She met him for the first
time in 1994 as she was working on an essay
about the Swedish translations of Terry Pratchett.
Olle had translated them. She was nervous and
timid and worried she would not have good
enough questions to ask. She was also worried
there would be an embarrassing silence.
We who knew Olle, know that there couldn't be
such a thing as an embarrassing silence when he
was involved. Instead the interview stretched over
hours, littered by Olle with interesting facts.

I don't know. It is possible that I would have made
the same choices without Olle nudging me toward
them. He was suggesting, not forcing. He backed
up his argument with sound reasoning. He had an
eerie ability to correctly assess what one was
capable of. He always accumulated more wisdom
than he accumulated years of living. He was the
kind of person of which there could be only one.
Now as I look around the house, I see signs of his
impact in every room. There's is both music, art
and literature he introduced me to, such as the
Magic of Xanth by Piers Anthony. I was not even
fully aware of how much he enriched my life until
he was no more. The last advice he gave me, was
when I met him 2008 outside Fisksätra Centrum,
the local shopping center.
- You need to have a Facebook-account! He said.
If he said so, then it had to be so.

There are numerous eulogies written about him.
Few people have had such an impact on so many.
When Karolina gave us the news I was unable to
even think. I can count on my fingers the number
of people who had a significant impact on who I
am. Olle was definitely one of them. I was not
even aware of it. Perhaps not all of us think about
why we do what we do. But what we do, should
be fun doing, if it isn't our mundane work. This
was perhaps Olle's most important lesson for me.

The fact that he was mortal like the rest of us, was
a thought I had been unwilling to entertain. Even
as he got sick, I was convinced he would survive
it. He was in good hands, with the most caring
wife one could imagine.

Wolf von Witting
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done no such thing. His family was still alive. And
we were used to far more brutal comedy by
watching Monty Python (see: Monty Python and the
Holy Grail).

Throughout the remaining years in college we
were best buddies. It didn't end there. We were
inseparable and eventually shared the same living
quarters for a couple of months. That's when we
discovered that both of our artistic, creative veins
needed solitude to thrive, but this separation didn't
damage our friendship.
In 1981-1982 he was playing with a band which in
English would be: “TOMORROW, PARIS”. They
released a 45 rpm maxi-single with five songs.
Around this time, Staffan was enormously
productive, writing music. He often used to ask
my opinion first on songs. I liked most of them and
was convinced he was a musical genius who
sooner or later had to be recognized. I never
revised this opinion, even though I had to raise an
eyebrow when he later joined a dance band by
the name OKEIDO and started playing more
dance friendly music.
He went on to study both languages and music at
a higher level and if I am not mistaken, it was in
this context he participated in a student exchange
with the University of Rostock. As he returned, he
had written another song in German language.
This time, grammatically perfect.

Staffan Mossige-Norheim is previously featured in
CounterClock#17, page 7 including the soundtrack
to the same issue. Issue #34 is illustrated with many
of his artistic doodles.

He was the only person who never ever forgot my
birthday. Possibly because he knew he'd always
be welcome to have a share of the cake. He later
worked as a language teacher and before the end
of his life as a taxi driver. In 2014 he visited me in
Italy. By then he already had began to take more
interest in nature and took note of every exotic
pine tree in and around of our village.

STAFFAN MOSSIGE-NORHEIM
born on 15 July 1962 died of a heart attack at
Karolinska Hospital in Stockholm on Friday 5
March 2021. He was 58 years old.
He was 16, I was 18. We met in the autumn of
1978, when the new second year of college
started. He was the other oddball in our class.
I had changed direction of studies at college after
working as school janitor. We were the Social
Science class to graduate in the spring of 1980
from Ekliden/Nacka Gymnasium.

When we made our visit to Stockholm 2018, we
met him at Bergius Botanic Garden, because we
too now love to explore the wonders of nature.
We chatted on Fb barely a week before he died.
We still have an SF-Musical to finish.
Wolf von Witting
“Let us go to sleep calmly, instead of knocking
each other unconscious!”

Staffan picked up the guitar at a party and
performed one of his own songs in Swedish. “I
gassed my cat to death in the oven.”
It was a story about a psychopath who confesses
killing off his family one by one until only he
himself remained. Then he reminded us of how
fragile life was and all the wealth he would inherit.
We roared with laughter. We all knew he had

(Staffan commenting on adolescent quarrel, 1980)
“IQ will not protect you against our gallantry and
brilliancy, I give you hollow pledges from nowhere!”
(from the song IQ by Staffan Mossige-Norheim)
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PROTOCOLS AND OFFICIALS
Only one related protocol found, so far (ESFC
document from 1976).
Board configuration established to fragmentary
extent. No known East treasurer named. Vice
Presidents/Vice chairs widely unknown.
Funds appear always to have been non-existent.
Award deliberations were largely held behind
closed doors until at least 1989.
No revealed nomination process before the
advent of the internet and home computers.

The 50 Year History of the Eurocon
From zero to all of this in two weeks. Progress
may occur slower in future, but it won't stop.

WHAT WE KNOW, on Eurosmof
what we believe us to know
and what we don't know. So far.
FLAG AND LOGO
The new ESFS logo was designed by Igor
Shaganov, Ukraine and introduced at the Eurocon
1996 in Vilnius.
The striking similarity with the 1959 ESFU logo
appears to have been a coincidence.
The flag was donated by David J Lally, and first
introduced 2007 in Copenhagen.

EUROPEAN SF COMMITTEE / ESFC
EUROPEAN SF SOCIETY / ESFS
Currently known board configuration until 1991:
ESFC coordinator:
72-80 Pierre Versins (1923-2001)
ESFS coordinator:
80-87 Pierre Barbet (Claude Avice 1925-1995)
87-91 Ion Hobana (1931-2011)
Jean-Paul Cronimus (1935-2018) General
Secretary West 1980-1986, formerly ESFC West
Secretary 1974-80
Joseph Vanden Borre (Belgium), General
Secretary West 1986-?
Brian W Alidss was ESFC West President 1976
ESFS West President:
80-86 John Brunner (1934 - 1995)
86-91 Gianfranco Viviani (1937-2014)
ESFS East President:
Alim Keshokov (Soviet Union, 1914-2001) 1980-?,
still served in 1985,
Eremey Parnov (Soviet Union, 1935 - 2009) ? 1991?
was also ESFC East President 1976-80
General secretaries East:
80-82 Czeslaw Chruszczewski (Poland, 19221982), Also ESFC East Vice President 1974-80
82-84 Peter Kuzcka (Hungary, 1923-1999),
Kuzcka was also ESFC Secretary General 19761980
84-86 Andrzej Wojcik (1952, Poland),
86-87 Jacek Rodek (Poland, 1956- )
87-91 Adam Hollanek (Poland, 1922-1998)

The similar 1959 logo of the ESFU was done by
Walter Wegmann on stencil. Source: Rainer Eisfeld,
DIE ZUKUNFT IN DER TASCHE.

TRADITIONAL EUROCON EVENTS
Is there such a thing, beyond the ESFS business
meeting and award ceremony (such as the
passing of the flag)?
The inclusion of the Zürich Eurocon in 1959 was
suggested by Pascal Ducommun and included in
the count of Eurocons from 1982 on. This made
the Mönchengladbach Festival der Fantastik the
7th Eurocon.

Pascal Ducommun, was ESFS West Treasurer
1980-(1991)1993 succeeded by Jürgen Marzi
* Partial board configurations may also be found
on ESFS Award certificates

AVAILABLE EUROCON REPORTS
None unavailable as we are aware of today.
The cancellation of Eurocon X in Riga 1985 has
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been under investigation for years prior to current
research.
Speculation as for possible ulterior motives than
the official explanation, will not be included.

ZIN Romanian fandom at its best
Before Italy went into its first lockdown, panic and
hysteria isolated everyone in their homes, we
visited Bucharest in December of 2019.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photographic Eurocon material available for
following years (as of 12 April 2021), we have:
1972, 1978, 1980, 1982, 1988, 1992, 1993, 1999,
2004-2020
Missing are: 1974, 1983-1987, 1989-1991, 19941997 and 2000*-2003.
*Year 2000 from Gdynia are being scanned.
Also interesting are good photographs of ESFS
board members.

It is rapidly becoming a tradition to also meet with
Romanian sf-fans, when in town. I previously
mentioned Lucian Cristian Oancea and his
magazine ZIN. Since end of 2019 I have the first
four issues at home. In spite of them being in
Romanian language, I can pretty much sum up
what they are all about.

1976 in Poznan, Poland

NATIONAL CONTACT
Established contact pending with Croatian and
Lithuanian fan involved in their local Eurocon.

LOST ESFS AWARD LISTs
1985 recovered, 1988 partially recovered, second
validation of both is preferable. - 2001 only one
known award
RELEVANT BIOGRAPHIES
I want to expand on the coordinators 1972-1991,
namely on Pierre Versins, Pierre Barbet and Ion
Hobana. Concise biography on other ESFS board
members. Relevant is their idealistic achievement,
not their professional work. Professional career is
covered in the Encyclopedia of SF and Wikipedia.
Concise biography on fans with significant impact
on international level relevant to the Eurocon (who
were not members of the ESFS board). Waldemar
Kumming, Roelof Goudriaan, Borys Sydiuk

The first issue came in 2017. On its 72 pages you
find articles, short stories, reviews, convention
reports and more. It is neatly balanced with
photographs and illustrations. 2017 saw also a
second issue, twice as many pages as the first.
Eugen Lenghel reports from Utopiales in France
and Lucian interviews Marian Coman on what sffandom is all about.
He also brings a Romanian translation of Nebula
award winning author William Ledbetter. An issue
which Ledbetter himself praised for its thorough
work. The third issue was ready in 2018.
My edition states it was released for Atlantykron
the same year, a popular Romanian sf-event.

HELP!
We are still looking for material relevant to past
Eurocons. If you believe you can help, write to me
or join the Eurosmof Fb group.
W.v.W
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Lucian doesn't rush an issue. It takes the time it
takes to make the next. Issue 4 was finalized the
following year 2019. Also this an impressive issue
satisfying both sf-fandom and readers who know
nothing of what we are on about.
Gardner Dozois translated to Romanian in the
second consecutive 120 page issue.

Emilian Octavian Enache
Biography,
Emilian Enache was born in the beautiful city of
the Danube, Galati on 23 May 1967. He studied
General School No. 25 and Industrial High School
1 in the same city. After graduating high school
and baccalaureate he completed military training
in Giurgiu and Braila as a border guard. On his
return he worked in various trades related to art,
namely one more representative painter
performing at the Museum of Natural Sciences
until 1997.
At that time, after entrance examination, he is
admitted to the faculty of Decorative Art "Nicolae
Grigorescu",
currently
renamed
UNARTE
Bucharest. The studies were done in the field of
mural art for 5 years. The graduation year is
materialized in the summer of 2001 with the
achievement of the diploma project in sgrafitto
technique.
Activities related to the artistic field:
Exhibitions competition at the art museum in
Galati in 1998 with the title: “Student art Expo”
Interior design works that include mural painting in
the private space and paintings.
Continuation of the artistic life is materialized with
collaborations
in
cinematography
as
a
scenography artist decorations, activity started in
2003 and developed until 2005
He worked on some well known American horror
films:
Hellraiser:Deader,
Hellraiser:Hellworld
(credited as Emil Enache) and Cold Mountain.

One of the many things which impress me with
Lucian's magazine is its aesthetically pleasing
layout. Not everyone has such a good sense of
what is comfortable for the eyes.

After 2005 he was employed as a digital artist at
Gameloft Romania company. The activity is
related to creative and conceptual art, working on
many mobile phone games projects. In 2013, he
ceased his activity with this company. similar
Ubisoft and Amber Romania
From 2017 he instead chose to become a
freelancer artist activating in the same direction as
digital artist and concept art.

Most fannishly the editor doesn't charge any cost
beyond the cost for printing. Just like used to be
done with many fanzines. It is surprising for a
fandom which never had a fannish tradition. The
first clubs emerging in the country were called
Cenacles and their focus was on becoming
published authors. One positive side effect of it
was that sf-fandom in Romania was held in high
regard.

Among the many collaborations we can list the
covers of the newly launched magazine ZIN being
the signatory of the covers of 5 issues. Lover of
SF continues the collaborations in the conceptual
and art field and digital one.

Impressive is also the art of Emilian Enache, who
produced the cover illustrations. I will bring some
of his work in CounterClock. Both Oancea and
Enache are enthusiasts who are worth keeping an
eye on. If only Romanian sf-fandom could begin
to show a united front to the world around them.
Like German fans wisely do. Fight among each
other only, and out of earshot.

------------------------------------------------

“Truth suffers from too much analysis”
Frank Herbert
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A BRIEF DISPUTE
by Wolf von Witting
I used to say, that I can't recall ever having had
any quarrel with any German sf-fan in spite of
them often slipping into heated arguments.
This was true. I could not recall any. It doesn't
mean that I completely avoided arguing about
issues I considered important. While searching for
any references to the Eurocon or the ESFS, I
happened to find a letter I wrote in 1979.
For some time I was member of the AGSF in
Bremen (Active Group SF). One of their members
published a oneshot in which he wrote annoying
claims related to our German and Swedish-club
Terra Corps SFC. My letter and Dittmar Schnack's
subsequent reply were both published in AGSFKom (for communcations) # 4/79.
This was possible because I didn't only send my
letter to AGSF-Kom, but also a copy to Dittmar.
He was happy being able to add his comment
directly after my letter. He redacted some of his
claims which had been based on assumptions
and retained only those, which were a matter of
opinion. Having an opinion was not annoying me.
Then he made new erroneous assumptions, that
we had our members only in Stockholm and Bad
Kreuznach. But compared to the previous horsedroppings he imagined, this was a technicality not
even worth replying to.
No, we never had any hierarchy worth speaking
of, simply because who ever volunteered for
actively doing something was gladly given the
opportunity to do so. Why restrict anyone's liberty
to express himself? At our height we had between
10 and 20 different personal zines published and
distributed in- and outside the club. Among them
also Plewka's newszine Fandhome Wheekly.

Artwork by: Emilian Enache (also back cover)

Artwork: Joan Hanke Woods in Shards of Babel#7
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correspondent of mine. They had come to the
station at this unearthly hour to meet arriving fans,
and.. they told me that several other fen were
expected to arrive on my train. So, we waited for
them and found that among them was Roland
Adlerberth, who writes s-f and science reviews for
HAPNA, Sweden's only promag. He's a very nice
guy and I had met him previously in Eskilstuna.
Finally, all who were supposed to arrive at this
time had done so and gathered around the
Luncon sign. As the con wouldn't start until 3p.m.
we had nothing to do, so we decided to take a
walk through the town up to the Physical
Institution to look at the mathematical brain "Smil"
(Smile) and other interesting things. Lund is an
old university town with lots of famous places and
learned institutions. However, I had brought two
bags filled with foreign s-f mags and fmz for the
con exhibition so Kjell and I went to the Lunds
Hemgard, where the con was to take place, to
arrange the exhibition and left the others to wake
up the scientists at the Institute. Later on they
came back alive. Some other fen had arrived the
previous day, but they had gone to the nearby
town of Malmo to do some sightseeing.

LUNCON 1956
A report on the first Swedish SF convention by
Lars Helander originally published as LUND
ME YOUR EARS in TRIODE #8 (Autumn 1956,
ed. Terry Jeeves & Eric Bentcliffe)
Provided by courtesy of Rob Hansen, THEN.
Early on a chilly, grey and miserable morning in
August the train arrived at the railway station in
Lund. Drowsy, and heavy eyed I climbed down
out of the sleeping car. I managed to discover the
exit, and having found my way out of the station
building stumbled straight into two sleepy looking
characters carrying something which looked like a
warning road sign. But, instead of the black
vertical line you would expect to see on such a
sign, there was a black vertical spaceship. I
recognised it at once from the convention
program booklet I had received some days earlier;
it was the famous LUNCON sign.
The two guys turned out to be the two leading
fans behind the Lund club UTOPIA, Borge
Larsson and Kjell Pettersson, the latter being the
editor of the club's fanzine UT and an old

Lunds Hemgard seemed to be an ideal place for a
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con, A Hemgard is something especially Swedish
which is hard to describe, but it has about the
same functions as a London club - you can go
there to play games, read, chat, and so on. Now,
however, the whole Lunds Hemgard was
reserved.

came, about my travels on the Continent and in
Israel, and about the s-f and fandom situation in
the countries I had visited. After I had finished and
everyone had woken up, Mr. Kindberg reported on
anti-gravity experiments in the U.S.A. in a very
interesting lecture which was keenly discussed
afterwards.

On our way to the Hemgard, Kjell told me that
some time ago some members of the concommittee had written to Kruschev, inviting a
Russian scientist to the con - they did it merely for
kicks, of course, and did not expect any reply. But,
one day they got a phone call from the Russian
Embassy in Stockholm. However, as the guy at
the embassy spoke neither Swedish nor English
(intelligibly) nobody understood much. Nothing
happened though, no Russian scientist came to
the con, even though the committee members
had offered to pay for his plane ticket and
expenses. On the other hand, no angry diplomatic
notes were sent from Moscow! The LUNCON is
unique in that it is probably the only s-f con to be
entered in the files of the Soviet Government.

Then there was a break while we partook of a little
refreshment and chatted, looked at the exhibition.
Quite a few newspaper men were there,
interviewing us, taking photos and, simultaneously
displaying their ignorance of the media. The
Luncon actually received quite an unexpected
amount of publicity both in the local and national
papers, and on the radio. The TV service didn't
seem to give a damn, though. Well, you can't
have everything.
During the break, the Malmo fans from the
METEOR and CHAOS clubs had arrived. Denis
Lindbohm, "The Aurarc", who's the boss behind
Club METEOR and their mag CLIXSEV, and also
a filthy pro' (one of the few really fannish fen in
this country) arrived disguised in a BEMish mask,
through the eyes of which he kept blowing
cigarette smoke. Club METEOR produces
amateur s-f films both in color and black and
white, and the mask was to be used in one of
these.

Finally, we managed to finish the exhibition
arrangements, and whilst Kjell went to make
some further preparations I sat in his study writing
labels for the s-f on show. After a while Alvar
Appeltoft, a very active fan from Halmstadt arrived
at Kjell's place. At first I thought he was Kjell's kid
brother (forgive me Alvar!) or something, but he
couldn't have been because his dialect (at first I
thought it was German) differed greatly from the
Lund dialect - which is also cryptic; sounds like
Danish. Alvar had brought his whole collection of
Swedish fanzines and we looked at these and
chatted until Kjell came back to fetch a pile of
books he wanted to include in the exhibition.
Staggering under an enormous load of books and
mags Alvar and I were shoved away to the
Hemgard with Kjell close behind with whip, and
Borge Larsson.

The METEORs had brought some of their films
and a projector, and after the break we had a
showing of several of their productions.
Everybody liked the films a lot - they were
amazingly well photographed with death-rays,
spaceships, monsters, saucers, and even an
atomic explosion. One of the films was downright
crazy, and we laughed like mad.
The main purpose of this con, however, was to
create a Swedish sf union. This had been
discussed for quite some time in the fmz, and we
all considered such a necessity for Sverifandom.
After having seen the films and listened to a short
radio programme on the LUNCON (the speaker
was a Club Chaos member and the programme
had been taped at his visit to the Swedish Radio
Service in Stockholm a few days previously), we
started the union discussions. After a couple of
hours debate we finally agreed upon a resolution
which was written down and signed by all present.
Some of the purpose of this union is to establish a
more intimate contact between Swedish fans, by
means of a special fandom column in HAPNA, to
prepare for the eventual participation of Swedish
fandom at the '57 Worldcon in London, and to

At two o'clock everything seemed to be ready and
in order. Lots of people had already arrived;
among them were K.G. Kindberg, the editor of
HAPNA, my old pals Carlolof Elsner, HAPNA's
film reviewer, and Torsten Malmqvis, together with
representatives from the various s-f clubs. There
are ten more or less active groups in Sweden
now. The total con attendance was around forty.
By three o'clock everybody had gathered round
the enormously long conference table, and Kjell
welcomed us to the first Scandinavian s-f
convention and expressed hopes that we would
all enjoy ourselves. Then the time for me to speak
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prepare and arrange at least one Swedish con per
year.
Then we discussed a lot of other things: the next
con, the quality of HAPNA, what fanzines should
look like and if you should pay for them. This latter
provoked some interesting comment; of the ten
Swedish fmz now being published there are only
two that are really fannish, and these are also the
only fmz distributed free of charge. When I
brought up the question of the difference between
Swedish and Anglo-American fmz, many fans,
even fannish ones, said they considered your kind
of fanzines to contain a lot of "rubbish"....whatever
they may mean by that. But, it should be borne in
mind that most Sverifen are still on the 'that-hasnothing-to-do-with-science-fiction' stadium. And
the kind of fannishness that does exist here is
rather different from yours, as we have no real
fannish background. Our fannishness is more
crazy-like, if you see what I mean.
Now the time had come to break up, and together
with the METEOR and CHAOS members, Torsten
Malmqvist and I took the train to the closely
situated city of Malmo (there were no hotel rooms
left in Lund) and we hit the hay at once. Denis had
put his mask on for the arrival at Malmo station
and succeeded in scaring several old ladies, two
ticket-collectors and one drunk out of their wits.
Torsten I shared a room at the hotel, and we both
found that we weren't able to sleep so I started
writing a conrep I had promised the editor of
SSFF whilst he raved about some girls in the
background. Then we went out for a nocturnal
stroll, and at four o'clock in the morning we were
hunting a black cat which had happened to cross
our path, through the deserted streets of Malmo.
When a suspicious policeman, who apparently
had heard our wild hunting cries, approached, we
started a highly intellectual discussion on some s-f
books in a nearby bookstore window. He left
bemused after a short while but, meanwhile, the
moggie had disappeared so we went back to the
hotel.

Artwork by: Arthur Thomson, Atom 1927-1990

On the following morning we got up an hour too
late and had to hurry like mad to get to the station
in time for the train to Lund - this days con
programme was scheduled to start at eleven
o'clock. On top of everything else we lost our way,
and the only person who seemed to know the
correct way to Central Station was an American
tourist!
We hadn't eaten anything that morning so, when
we arrived in Lund after a twenty-minute ride we
had some coffee and sandwiches before going to
the Hemgard. We arrived there just as thr
programme started, and settled down in a corner
to listen to the first item on the days schedule - an
interesting causerie on flying-saucers, of UFOs
"as you call them if you take them seriously", as
one of the local papers expressed it in a Luncon
article. Then Dr. Arne Lindqvist from the Genetical
Institute spoke about mutants and the like and
showed some pretty horrible slides of human
beings who, through mutation, had developed
deformed bodies, only short stumps for arms and
legs, or pencil like fingers etc. Ugh. He also
expressed the thought-provoking idea that by
selective mutation it might be possible to breed a
special kind of human being for life and survival
on other planets. After this lecture, Lt. Bjorn
Nyberg from the Air Force spoke about boom-time
s-f and about the current American s-f situation.
Incidentally, Bjorn has written a continuation of the
Conan series soon to be published in the U.S.A.

------------------------------------------------

One of the best things to come out of the
home computer revolution could be the
general and widespread understanding of
how severely limited logic really is.
Frank Herbert
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seemed; we get phone calls from Russian
Embassies and we form UN unions.

The beginning of knowledge is the discovery of
something we do not understand.

Viva la Luncon!!!

Frank Herbert
------------------------------------------------

By now, everybody was getting a bit hungry, and
to our relief it was soon time for dinner. And for
more discussion. We chatted, took snaps, and
read the latest issue of the fannish fmz CHAOS,
which was distributed at the con by the CHAOS
club members. This day, two of the members of
the METEOR club were dressed in BEM masks,
and carrying a silver-coloured spaceship, one
meter high. One of the BEM's took some 'official'
photos.
After the auction, which followed the break, a long
letter-article which had been sent to the concommittee by Danish pro-author Niels Nielsen
(who, unfortunately good not get to the con) was
read to us. Cato Lindberg, the Norwegian fan who
puts out FANTASI was also unable to attend due
to being on his National Service chore. Cato is a
nice chap and we missed him quite a lot. Some of
the opinions expressed in Mr. Nielsen's letter were
contradictory to those Bjorn had expressed in his
lecture, so a most vivid discussion ensued.

Artwork by: Arthur Thomson, Atom 1927-1990
------------------------------------------------

A NOVEMBER SCENE of 2020
From the kitchen window I can see a Persimmon
tree, barren of leaves but laden with orange fruits.
Every morning at sunrise this week, without fail, a
large flock of small birds sit in it for an hour and
have their morning conference. Their cheerful
racket can be heard indoors even when the
window is closed. What do they say?

At six o'clock we had some coffee and cakes, and
at seven we were supposed to see the film "On
The Threshold Of Space" at the Skandia theatre.
But quite a number of fans, including myself, had
seen it before so, we stayed at the Hemgard. As
somebody unexpectedly had noticed that I had a
bundle of EC Horror Comics in my briefcase
(Denis had borrowed them and returned them to
me at the con), we spent the whole evening
mentally absorbing the fascinatingly nauseating
tales in these horrible mags. Roland Adlerberth,
who ought to know better as he is a Head
Librarian and a literary critic, seemed shockingly
interested in these publications - it was quite
impossible to get a word from him all evening. The
only thing he kept saying was "I do pity those who
take these seriously". Hah! Not until noon the
following day did we bid farewell to Lund (I had
stayed overnight, together with Torsten at Kjell's
place). Kjell accompanied us to the station, and
on the way pointed out to a confused newspaper
editor that we had formed a s-f union and not, as
he had written in his paper, a UN union. His facial
expression when he was told of his error gave us
cause for several chuckles on the way home.

- Good morning, other bird!
- Hello bird-not-me!
- Nice to see you again.
- What shall we do today?
- Look over there! The old man is at the window.
- Why is there fog coming from his mouth?
Perhaps their twitter is just as meaningful as any
other communication we know by such
designation. They are not eating. They have their
bird conversation.
I envy them. I know what I would say, if I was one
of them. I'd fly over to the old guy, smoking at the
window and gleefully chirp; "With all your
technology. You don't look so superior now. Your
turn to sit in a cage!"
And suddenly, without being startled by a cat, a
passing car or any human, they all take off at the
same time and in the same direction. Apparently
they had decided which excursion to make for the
day. The next morning they are back.
Sure as clockwork.
Wolf von Witting

LUNCON had been a very political convention it
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Yes, we had several older writers. But this wave of
speculative fiction started by increasing the
publication of new authors and eventually led to
the publication of more established writers. Big
publishing houses were investing in speculative
fiction (mainly fantasy) and new publishing
houses appeared. Saída de Emergência was one
of them. In the beginning it published several
anthologies and original books from Portuguese
writers such as David Soares, João Barreiros or
Luís Filipe Silva.

PORTOGUESE SF & FANDOM TODAY
by Cristina Alves
Sunny and cozy, Portugal is the perfect place to
go in the summer. But also for a convention. We
have two free yearly conventions, free science
fiction and fantasy magazines and several new
books waiting for new readers! But this scenario
has had ups and downs in the last two decades!
So, here is my perception of the Portuguese
fandom evolution along the recent years.
I got in touch with the Portuguese fandom about
18 years ago. I had been reading science fiction
for a while then, but without internet access there
was no way I could find other fans or science
fiction events. At the University I finally had an
internet connection and slowly got in touch with
the Portuguese fandom through online Forums. At
the time, our fandom was suffering from a strong
backlash - the previous convention was long gone
and one of the most important science fiction
groups was slowly dissolving. Zines were
randomly published (with almost no regularity)
and there were almost no publishing houses that
would publish Portuguese writers.

Saída de Emergência is the Portuguese publisher
of George R. R. Martin.
Martin was invited twice, in 2008 and secondly in
2012. There are almost no mentions to the first
visit (https://grrm.livejournal.com/2008/07/02/) but
there were more than 200 attendees. In the
second, however, the crowd would not fit into the
room (as seen in photo – source:
http://www.saidadeemergencia.com/editorial/geor
ge-r-r-martin-em-portugal-apresentacao-de-ocavaleiro-de-wes/)

So, how did this scene change? Well, at the
beginning of the XXI century, the Harry Potter
phenomenon was hitting Portugal hard. The Lord
of the Rings movies were successful and Eragon
had a huge amount of readers. This combination
led to the publication of several new writers such
as Filipe Faria, Inês Botelho, Madalena dos
Santos or Sandra Carvalho by big publishers.
These writers have been writing speculative
fiction until now.

Livros de areia was also founded and Gailivro
started a new collection of science fiction and
fantasy books. Both are gone, but at the time both
contributed to the increase of speculative fiction
publication in Portugal. While Gailivro focused on
more commercial international sales hits, Livros
de Areia published more unknown authors with a
mature literary style. Several Portuguese writers
got published in awesome editions. On a side
note, one of the founders of Livros de Areia is
Pedro Marques, one of the most known
Portuguese cover designers (you can find some
of his covers in PS Publishing).

------------------------------------------------

They tell your kids they gotta love Justin Bieber,
and then your children are turned into a mindless
vassals—who now, they look up to some twit,
instead of looking up to Thomas Jefferson, or
looking up to Nikola Tesla, or looking up to
Magellan; I mean, kids, Magellan is a lot cooler
than Justin Bieber! He circumnavigated with one
ship the entire planet! He was killed by wild
natives before they got back to Portugal! And
when they got back there was only like eleven
people alive of the two hundred and something
crew and the entire ship was rotting down to the
waterline! That's destiny! That's will! That's
striving!

By the way, Saída de Emergência is also the
publisher responsible (with FNAC) for Bang! a
free magazine about science fiction and fantasy
that publishes several tales from national and
international writers. Bang! was launched with the

Alex Jones,
The "Justin Bieber" Rant (February 21, 2011)
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organization of Rogério Ribeiro, one of the
founders of Forum Fantastico, a convention that
boosted Portuguese Fandom.

winning book, Angels, in his hand. As a writer,
Pedro Cipriano won the Adamastor Award for his
novel As nuvens de Hamburgo (Hamburg
Clouds).

Subtitle - Fórum Fantástico is our oldest ongoing
convention. It started as a meeting in 2004 and
only got his name in the next year
(https://epicapt.wordpress.com/2005/05/27/forumfantastico/). Along the years it has had several
known writers such as Paul McAuley, Mike Carey,
Richard Morgan, Rhys Hughes, Ricardo Pinto or
Stephen Hunt.

The economic crisis is over. Forum Fantastico
kept going all these years, still free for everyone
who wants to attend. Nowadays is organized by
Rogério Ribeiro and João Morales. In 2017 a new
yearly convention started,
organized by
Imaginauta, Festival Contacto. This festival has a
more familiar schedule. Also in 2017, the
publisher Saída de Emergência started its own
Festival, Festival Bang! (with a paid entrance).
There is also a free academic convention
(happening every two years) that usually has
international writers and guests.

The Portuguese Fandom was thriving but the
economic crisis hit Portugal hard. Sponsorship
diminished. Some publishing houses collapsed.
Other stopped publishing Portuguese writers.
Even now, that the economy is almost fully
recovered there ain’t many Portuguese writers
being published by the big publishing houses.
Almost none, actually. Well, unless you are a
reality show star. If you are, your book will be in
the spotlight!
It was in this scarce scenario of Portuguese
publication that Editorial Divergência and
Imaginauta appeared. These Indie Presses
publish
Portuguese
writers,
organizing
anthologies, editing books from new authors.

Festival Contacto is one of the newest conventions in
Portugal. It has activities for all ages, including RPG’s,
boardgames, and escape rooms.

These are the conventions more related to the
Fandom. We also have Festival Vapor focused in
Steampunk, ComiCon in Lisbon (where you can
find several book and comic authors). If you like
cinema, we have Fantasporto and MotelX, two
yearly cinema festivals that show several
speculative fiction movies. Iberanime brings the
best of the Japonese culture and we have several
boardgame conventions. Among these, I would
like to highlight Leiriacon, a four-day convention
set in a resort with activities for all ages.
------------------------------------------------

“I am not afraid of the darkness. Real death
is preferable to a life without living.”

You can see, in a single photo, the editors of the
indie presses Imaginauta (Carlos Silva) and
Editorial Divergência (Pedro Cipriano). These
editors are also writers and avoid to publish their
own work in their own presses. So, in this photo
Carlos Silva is receiving the Editorial Divergência
Award (now António de Macedo) and has the

Vasco da Gama
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Macedo was a movie producer that even got
selected for Cannes. But slowly, after the
Portuguese Revolution in 1974, grants for movie
production were given for political or intellectual
reasons. Science fiction or heavy religion critic
movies such as Macedo movies were not
selected. He was identified as a personna non
grata. He them shifted into writing fantasy and
science fiction with sucess. When he passed
away in 2017, the award was given his name.

Leiriacon is a boardgame convention that occurs
in a resort near the beach. The attending of the
convention if free. For those who intend to spend
the four days at the convention, there are small
houses available for a nice price - we can wake
up in the morning and as soon as we got out the
door we are in the convention!
And about magazines? Well, we have Bang!.
Nowadays it is the only magazine being publish. It
is free, has national wide distribution and is
available in FNAC - a group of chain stores that
sells books, videogames, movies and music
among other things. Bang! is also available
online. Along the years we got Dragão Quantico,
Fenix, E-nigma, Dagon and Conto Fantástico,
among others. Maybe one of these days we’ll get
a new one more focused on the Fandom.

The Adamastor Award for fiction has just been
revealed! Pedro Cipriano is on stage, receiving it
from Rogério Ribeiro and João Morales! It was an
awesome night for Pedro Cipriano! He not only
received the Great Award for Fantastic Fiction, but
also the award for the best tale!
There’s also the Adamastor Awards and the
Ataegina award. The Adamastor Awards are
linked to Forum Fantastico and is given to the
best works of art published in the passing year.
Nominations for these awards are achieved
through internet voting and the winner is chosen
during the convention where everyone has the
opportunity to vote. Ataegina Award is a
partnership
between
Imaginauta,
Editorial
Divergência and more recently The Portuguese
Portal of Fantasy and Science Fiction. This award
aims to recognize an original short story
submitted for competition by a panel of judges.
We also have the Bang! Award for very short
fiction. This award is a partnership between Saída
de Emergência and FNAC and the winner gets his
short story published on Bang! Magazine.

It is huge. It is free! With a catchy design, Bang!
Has been publishing tales from portuguese and
foreign writers. It usually has several articles
about science fiction and fantasy - not only about
books, but also boardgames, rpg, comics or
movies. It is huge.
We have talked about conventions and
magazines. Well, what about awards? We have a
few. Almost all of them with no or very little
monetary value. Editorial Divergência has a yearly
contest for manuscripts with a 100 euro prize and
a publishing opportunity. This award started to be
named after the indie press, but nowadays is
called Antonio de Macedo Award. António de

------------------------------------------------

I am not the man I once was. I do not want to go
back in time, to be the second son, the second
man.
Vasco da Gama
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EDITORIAL RANT – Part III
14 April 2021 – Near the end. My apologies to
Jörgen Städje, Robert Day, Cristina Alves and
Emilian Enache. It was not my intention to delay
this issue for such a long time. Not at all. And I
can not exclusively blame medical reasons for it.
With the pandemic I was also stricken with a kind
of apathy I have experienced before in life, when I
felt my environment spinning out of control.
You may all feel and say it is human, but until I
decided to become a bear, I was convinced no
mundane calamity could throw me off track.
I set a higher standard on myself than others set
on me and also a higher standard on myself than I
set on others.
But first of all, the Eurocon History and then I can
think about the next issue. Perhaps this autumn,
but I hope no later than for Christmas 2021.
Since my closest friends now drop dead right and
left, in good company, with basically all the heroes
of my childhood. It's not that I don't appreciate my
new friends. But I used to admire some who came
before me. Now there are barely a handful left of
them. And they have all retired from commotion.
Meanwhile I have figured out what to wish for if I
ever should find the proverbial genie-in-a-bottle,
free her and get my one wish (knowing how they
love twisting wishes I thought carefully about how to
phrase it): “I wish, that without adjusting me, or the
level of my faculties, everyone else in the world
would be more intelligent and educated than I.”
Imagine what a wonderful world it would be!
I can not imagine that a race of such people could
continue waging wars, wasting resources, scream
and tear at each other. Not that I really believe I
could find such a bottle. We sooner set foot on
Mars and plant a Chinese or Russian flag there.
Near the end, I realize that there is one entire
bunch of planned, and worked for, short articles, I
forgot to include. I spent a lot of time watching
more sf short films on youtube. I sent two reviews
to John Purcell for ASKANCE, the rest I'll have to
put in next issue. No rush. Until then...

Artwork by Joan Hanke Woods (1945-2013)

From Shards of Babel #5
With the ongoing research project I re-discovered
the joy of finding long forgotten facts. I want to
continue ploughing in the same furrow and write
more amazing stories dug out from the past.
Based on a reality which actually has been. I keep
saying that those who are not interested in the
past also are advocates for having themselves
forgotten. History can be so much more than a
boring list of rulers and their wars.

------------------------------------------------

Do you know great minds enjoy excellence,
average minds love mediocrity and small
minds adore comfort zones?
Onyi Anyado
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The Gholy Ghible… Not sure about Herbie, but
Roscoe is still remembered, the fannish ghod that
looks like a beaver. Canadian fans certainly
embraced him, but today, who knows. The old
ghods are in decline, but my thanks for putting our
own Roscoe back into print, via Athena Jarvis’
artwork for the Toronto in 2003 bid and Torcon 3.

Herbert George Wells
Atlas House, 162 High Street
Bromley, Kent, UK

Glasgow in 2024…well, I don’t do Worldcons any
more, but I do know that Yvonne wanted to go to
Britain once more, and she was looking at
Edinburgh…maybe she might entertain the idea
of going to one last Worldcon, but I seriously
doubt it.

September 6th, 1878
Thank You, for Clock#36, which conveniently fell
through a wormhole in time to arrive three days
before my birthday, tomorrow. I have to say, that
even if it was all written in English, I understood
very little of it. That is perhaps to be expected,
coming more than one hundred and forty years
from the future. Please, do send me further issues
and I will comment on them as soon as I begin to
grasp things. Kind regards,
Bertie

If indeed fandom could be traced to December 11,
1929, then we have a big 90th birthday coming up
shortly. I wonder who will be around to celebrate
90, let along the small party there will be to mark
100 years? Am I being pessimistic or realistic?
A convention in India! Excellent! Here’s something
I’ll bet File 770 didn’t know about. You’re a little
outside your coverage area, but it’s still well worth
writing about, to tell the world that SF is
everywhere. I am in contact regularly with the club
in Johannesburg, South Africa, and they’ve been
around for 50 years plus now.

WolfEd: Dear Bertie, it was extra-ordinary enlightening to
receive your letter. That explains where the issue
disappeared to as our copying machine short circuited and
malfunctioned. We would not have intended to repeat the
procedures leading up to the rift in space-time, had we not
unexpectedly been delivered your mail. If you read this
answer, it means we were successful.

You have gotten tired of the glut of television SF?
I think I became tired of reading a ton of SF, and
then finding that I didn’t recognize any of the
newer author names. I freely admit that I read
very little to no SF these days. Right now, the only
book I am looking forward to it Philip Pullman’s
latest Book of Dust. When I will crack that book
open, I know not. For me, life consists of job
hunting (almost got a good one!), writing letters of
comment, and looking for opportunities to sell our
jewelry and shirts.

Lloyd Penney
1706-24 Eva Rd. Etobicoke, ON
CANADA M9C 2B2
September 8th, 2019
Dear Wolf and Darius:
Moving forward!, and finally responding to zines
I’ve meant to get to, honestly, if only sudden
things wouldn’t raise their heads and demand
attention immediately. Okay, I’ve made my
excuses, and now for some comments on
CounterClock 36.

My loc…CUFF is rampant again, with Vancouver
fan Frank Skene winning it, and attending this
year’s Convention at CanCon in Ottawa next
month. My work on Amazing Stories…what we
called Issue 5 (actually Volume 77, No.1) has
been printed, a big double issue. Future issues
are being discussed, and will depend on incoming
funding. We certainly did have our trip to England,
and it was a great time, living in London not far
from Victoria tube station, and travelling about to
see that truly amazing city. We also took the side
trips mentioned, and we need to go through our
pictures taken (nearly a thousand), and get them
online. Soon.

When we were in England in late May to midJune, the first couple of days we were there, were
unseasonably warm, and I sunburned the top of
my head while cruising the Thames. The rest of
our trip, we were chilly. I guess the overhead
cookers were turned on after we left; Europe has
been absolutely singed. I presume it is done, but I
figure the damage has been done, too. I gather
the air conditioning industry is still new in Europe,
but if these hot summers are to become a regular
happening, an AC unit may be your only way to
survive the summer.

Wolf, you said that you were planning to move
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elsewhere in Europe. Have you decided on where
you will go? The benefit of the EU is that you truly
can move anywhere. What’s going on in Great
Britain must be quite entertaining for anyone in
Europe.

afterwards, he had his hands full with Reunicon.
In another world I'd cry “Shai Dorsai!”

Time for me to go, for there is probably some
family event we will need to go to tonight. Take
care, and see you when the next issue arrives in
my IN box. Yours, Lloyd Penney.

You discuss three fannish deities Ghu (or
“Ghughu”), Foo (or “Foofoo”), and Roscoe. We
should, as you say, endeavour to be as eloquent,
accurate and entertaining as possible (for some
reason you add “humanly”). Foo's color is black
as the ghod of mimeography; Ghu's is purple as
the ghod of hectography and spirit duplication.
Ghu is thus the elder ghod. It is discerning of you
to observe that the Beatles were a Ghu-ist band.
You show an icon of Roscoe which I remember
well from Torcon III.

Thanks for your discussion of 2021 Eurocon bids.
It helps physically distant fans like me.

WolfEd: I have chiefly considered Zagreb, Croatia,
Timisoara in Romania or Novi Sad, Serbia. At the
moment Romania is the strongest candidate, but the
location could become one more central to the
country. Away from the biggest cities. Brasov has
been under consideration. That's classic vampire
land if one believes in such things. Near the castle of
Dracula himself. Me, I will be careful not to get in
any quarrels with other bears, of which there are
plenty. The idea is quickly to be able to visit either
Romanian town where a convention is held.
But most important of all. It needs to be a place
where I not yet have mastered the language.

I note your report of a coming International
Interdisciplinary & Multidisciplinary Conference on
Science & Science Fiction at Aurangabad,
Maharashtra State, India. Since they use English,
I wonder what they make of Zelazny's Lord of
Light. Can you explain the emphasis on Korea?
The Polish-fandom report was also particularly
interesting. Thanks too for reprinting some of
Fanews and pointing electronic readers to
<Fanac.org>.
I miss Waldemar Kumming.
WolfEd: No, John. I realize that I ought to openly
admit to myself and to other sf-fans, that I really
never felt particularly comfortable at large events.
I have systematically avoided them for years and
found one good excuse after the other no to go.
It started aready with SeaCon in Brighton 1979.
I was finally at one WorldCon, and it wasn't even half
the agony I expected it to be. But it's a bit like boiled
carrots. I can eat them, but they're not exactly part of
my favourite dishes.
When I picture myself the “perfect” convention, then
it is either NOVACON or a German convention.
International events are very stressful for me,
because I have to keep switching between all the
languages I speak. And Waldemar, yeah... I miss
him too. With him, an entire era went into the grave.

John Hertz
236 S.Coronado St, No 409
Los Angeles, CA 90057 USA
3 October 2019

WAHF: John-Henri Holmberg, Guy Lilian, Anders
Bellis (Sweden), Tommy Ferguson, John Purcell,
Garth Spencer, Nic Farey, R-Laurraine Tutihasi,
Kublai Khan (Mongolia)

When I last looked at the Dublin Worldcon
membership list I couldn't find you. You said in
Clock 36 you couldn't attend. Had you no
Supporting Membership?
Kees van Toorn
official collator
Faneditors - Worldcon since

------------------------------------------------

We are the representatives of the cosmos; we
are an example of what hydrogen atoms can
do, given 15 billion years of cosmic evolution.

very kindly agreed to serve as
for WOOF (World Order Of
- annual apa collated at the
1976) even though I learned

Carl Sagan
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One very pleasant piece of news between this
and previous issue, is the release of translations
of Greek science fiction into English and Italian.
It may not be a book appealing to a broad public,
but it is one which doesn't go out of date.
Greece will always attract and fascinate. They
have literally done so for thousands of years and
are not about to stop doing it.
You can read more about it here:

How could I hope to have your attention, if I don't
have my own? And with any luck, this can be the
final issue coming to you from Italy. Where I will
be next, I really don't know yet. The future brings
always so many surprises.
End of page, end of this issue! - Enjoy!
Bee seeing you,
Wolf
------------------------------------------------

https://www.lunapresspublishing.com/post/nova-hellas-greek-sfin-translation
------------------------------------------------
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THE FINAL WRD

Wolf von Witting, Via Dei Banduzzi 6/4
33050 Bagnaria Arsa (Ud) - Italia
Email: wolfram1764 - at - yahoo - dot – se

The distance between this and next issue does
not mean I can rest even for a day. I will probably
open the #38 file soon after submitting this issue.
With the 50 Year History of the Eurocon-project a
number of interesting spin off articles will surface.
One of them, involving an interview with Pierre
Barbet is already in processing.

Darius Hupov, Timis, Str. Simfoniei nr. 74
Timisoara - Dumbravita / Romania
Email: hupovdarius – at – gmail – dot - com

Photographers: Joerg Ritter (Gerfany)
and Sergii Paltsun (Ukraine)

I feel future issues become more interesting both
to make and to read. As it should be.
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